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Abstract of Application Guide 44

MOVA (Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle Actuation) is the signal control strategy researched and
developed by Transport Research Laboratory for use at isolated (uncoordinated) road traffic
intersections. MOVA caters for all traffic conditions from very low flows through to a junction that is
overloaded. For non-overloaded junctions, MOVA minimises delay; if any approach becomes overloaded,
a capacity maximising procedure is used. MOVA is also able to operate at a wide range of junctions. This
Application Guide is one of two guides that provide the user with detailed information on the MOVA
method and its application. The two guides are:

AG 44 MOVA Traffic Control Manual, which explains the traffic principles, and the location and
installation of detectors.

AG 45 Guide to MOVA Data Set-up and Use, which explains the data needed to configure
MOVA for control of a particular junction and gives details of the operational messages
and fault condition messages generated by MOVA.



Revisions

Issue A

§ No changes (first release of this document)

Issue B

§ MOVA times for call/cancel loops (OUT detector/ECO) are 3 seconds on, 3 off, not 5 on, 3 off as
AG44 previously stated.  Documentation corrected to 3 on, 3 off in line with MOVA.

§ Figure 8.3 (b) has been corrected – stage 2 now shows unopposed right-turners (previously
showed opposed right-turners).

§ Added a note to the ‘Detector Location and Installation Guide’ appendix: loops must not be
placed in ‘Keep Clear’ areas on an approach.

§ Note added that printed copies of this guide are available from TRL.

§ References section updated - a couple of small corrections regarding report numbers.

Issue C

§ Notes relevant to Compact MOVA have been fully integrated

§ Reference to Automatic Double Greening removed

§ Description of linked MOVA principles added

§ Diagram to help with Automatic Double Right Turn feature added

§ Reference to pedestrian short cycling made where appropriate

§ Appendix covering the on-line saturation flow feature added

Issue D

Revised to account for new features included in MOVA M7

General edits to bring the Guide into line with current trends and thinking.

Issue E

Revised to account for new features included in MOVA M8
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1 Introduction
MOVA stands for Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle Actuation. It is a strategy for the control of traffic
light signals at isolated junctions – i.e. junctions that are uncoordinated with any neighbouring signals.
MOVA is designed to cater for the full range of traffic conditions from very low flows through to a
junction that is overloaded. For the major part of the range - before congestion occurs, MOVA operates
in a delay minimising mode; if any approach becomes overloaded, the system switches to a capacity
maximising process. MOVA is also able to operate at a wide range of junctions, from the very simple
‘shuttle-working’, to large, multi-phase multi-lane sites.

MOVA signal control is based upon a pre-set sequence of stages (i.e. it is stage-based). Each stage is
made up of one or more phases. Each stage is run as instructed by MOVA: a change from one to another
starts a sequence whereby the phases making up the stage that is about to run are set to green after pre-
set intergreen periods from the previous stage/phases. A stage is ‘demanded’ by MOVA when the traffic
situation satisfies specified conditions and MOVA has decided that ‘now’ would be the most effective
time to change stage. With suitable conditioning and staging structure, MOVA can operate, in effect, as a
phase-based controller, even though, strictly speaking, its operation is stage-based.

A significant feature of MOVA is that it has been designed to make use of vehicle detection using
inductive loop type detectors. These detectors provide both the vehicle counts and presence information
required by MOVA. Each traffic lane approaching the junction has one or more detectors. Note that any
advanced signal control strategy would be more demanding in terms of detection requirements, not just
MOVA.

In several places, this Application Guide refers to specific sections of TRL Application Guide 45, the Guide
to MOVA Data Set-Up and Use (Crabtree et al, 2006); for brevity, such references are prefixed by AG 45.
Technical words referring to traffic signal control generally, and special names used for description of
MOVA, are defined in the Glossary (Section 14).

The symbols below indicate features introduced in the different versions of MOVA.
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2 Principles of MOVA Control
MOVA is a signal control strategy utilising highly developed methods and algorithms and has been
proven to provide extremely effective signal control over a wide range of circumstances (Peirce and
Webb, 1990). The algorithms are general purpose in that they have been designed to work at the
majority of signal control junction configurations – they form a central ‘Kernel’ in the software. To work
at any individual site, configuration data is required to describe the characteristics of the junction to
MOVA (similar in principle to the configuration data of the signal controller itself).

2.1 MOVA detection
MOVA uses ‘point’ detection at strategic locations on each lane on each approach. The detector
locations are related to the ‘cruise speed’ to the distance upstream of the stop line. The cruise speed is
the 15th percentile speed of vehicles on the approach after the initial queue has finished discharging.
The detector locations are then placed ideally at about 8 seconds cruise time from the stop line for the
upstream-most detector (known as the IN-detector) and 3.5 seconds for the detector nearer the stop
line (known as the X-detector). See Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 MOVA detector locations

The actual locations can vary significantly from the ‘ideal’ without junction performance changing
noticeably.

2.2 Elements of the green
The operation of MOVA is designed to make best use of the detector information. The green period is
divided up into specific components, relying on the detection to demarcate between the elements.
After the initial absolute minimum green has run (often 7 seconds) MOVA calculates the green as
summarise immediately below, and described in more detail from subsection 2.3 onwards:

· Calculated minimum green – the initial minimum-green period needed to clear all the vehicles that
are estimated to be queuing between the stop line and the X-detector (typically between the
absolute minimum and about 15 seconds, or enough to clear the maximum number of vehicles that
could queue between the stop line and the X-detector).

3.5 seconds
8 seconds
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· Searching for end-of-saturated flow – if the queue extends upstream of the X-detector, saturated
flow will continue after the calculated minimum green has run. In most circumstances MOVA will
continue the green until saturated flow has ended – which will occur when the gaps between
vehicles exceed a pre-determine time.

After saturation flow ends, MOVA will normally decide whether to end or continue the green in one of
two ways:

1. Junction operation within capacity – MOVA models the approach of vehicles currently on
green based on information from the detectors, and considers the delay being experienced by
vehicles waiting at red, and uses the combination to minimise delay and stops for the whole
junction; or

2. Junction is oversaturated – MOVA considers the efficiency of discharge of vehicles currently
on green and will end the green if efficiency begins to fall away.

MOVA chooses 1. or 2. based on whether the junction is operating within capacity or not respectively.
To decide whether the junction is operating within capacity or not, MOVA counts vehicles crossing the
IN-detector during the early part of red. If the count exceeds a lane-dependant pre-set value, a flag is
set to say that on that signal cycle that lane was oversaturated.

Details of these components are given below in the next few sections.

Flow chart summary of MOVA operation

An initial Calculated minimum-green period to clear vehicles
queuing between the X-detector and the stop line.

Then, the green is continued until the
end of saturation flow is reached.

After saturation flow ends, MOVA decides
whether to end or continue the green:-

Minimise delay and stops
for the whole junction

Maximise the capacity for
congested approaches

Junction
Oversaturated?

YesNo

Start Green

End Green
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2.3 Minimum Green Calculations
The absolute minimum green for a link is provided as the shortest green to which drivers and
pedestrians can be expected to react safely and will be programmed into the controller. A traffic-link
minimum of 7 seconds is the norm, except for right-turn (RT) links benefiting from either a late-start or
early-cut-off (Section 10) which may have a 3 or 4s minimum. In MOVA, a stage minimum green is also
specified. Often this stage minimum will also be set to 7s (3 or 4s for RT-stages). However, the stage
minimum may be reduced, down to 1 second possibly (zero is not permissible): this can be done when,
for example, all the links receiving green in a stage also receive green in another adjacent stage - the
link-minimums then protects links against not running for at least the required minimum time (although
the controller will normally prevent mins being violated as well).

At the end of the stage minimum green, MOVA checks how many vehicles have been counted over the
X-detector since the lights previously went red for each lane which has just commenced green. From
these lane counts, MOVA estimates the variable minimum green time needed to clear the queue
between the X-detector and the stop line for each lane starting green. The link variable minimum green
is then the largest of the lane variable minimum greens for lanes forming the link. To prevent an
excessively large value being given for any lane variable minimum green, due perhaps to some over-
counting by detectors, a maximum variable minimum-green is specified for each lane. MOVA then
ensures that any link ending green at the next stage-change receives at least the calculated minimum
time before the change.

Two situations in particular need to be accounted for when considering problems with MOVA’s
calculation of minimum greens:

1. where there is a small flare downstream of the X-detector: here it is often worth placing an X-sink
detector at a point no more than seven seconds worth of saturation flow from the stop line (e.g. if
SATINC was 2.0s this would be 3.5 vehicle-lengths, i.e. about 21m). The detector should be in the
least used lane. The idea is to count out vehicles that will have crossed the X-detector and count
towards the calculated minimum, but will discharge alongside other vehicles and do not need the
extra time. The reason for placing the X-sink at the distance suggested above is so that the
absolute minimum caters for vehicles between the X-sink and the stop line, thus have been
counted out, on the (few) occasions when the least-used lane dominates. Note that there may be
occasions when this idea is not suitable, particularly if the dominant lane alternates: here the X-
sink detector will count out vehicles in advance of it and reduce the calculated minimum
accordingly, and may not leave enough time for the vehicles between the X-sink and the X
detectors and therefore are behind those that have been counted out. In such circumstances, in
MOVA M5 and later, rather than use an X-sink detector, it is possible to set STLOST to be negative,
down to a value of -3s. MOVA will reduce the calculated minimum by this amount which will help
keep the calculated minimums down.

2. on exits where there is parking or other activity such that exiting vehicles regularly cross the X-
detector for that approach, there will be a need either to position it carefully, to make it uni-
directional, or to control parking. (The same applies to IN-detectors that are also affected in this
way, except they only put in a demand for the stage and do not affect the calculated minimum. If
the approach is lightly loaded, it may be more sensible simply to exclude the IN-detector).

2.4 Determining end of Saturation Flow for a Link
Once the variable minimum green for a link has expired, traffic should generally be moving freely over
the X-detector in each lane on the link. By examining the size of the time ‘gap’ between successive
vehicles as measured at the X-detector, it is decided whether or not the discharging traffic is
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measurably less than full saturation flow in any particular lane. As soon as any one lane of a link is
judged to be discharging traffic at less than full rate, then the link also is judged to have reached the
‘end-saturation’ condition *=

The gap-checking used to determine the end of saturation flow involves the comparison of the current
gap, or sometimes the sum of the current and previous gaps, against pre-specified critical-gap values
(usually about 3.5s). If these checks were identical in all cases, the probability that a link would be
judged to have ended saturation flow would be higher for multi-lane links than for single-lane links; for
example, on a three-lane link there are three independent opportunities to judge end-saturation on a
lane. Consequently, MOVA adjusts the basic (single-lane link) critical-gap comparisons to allow for links
with 2 or 3 lanes, in order to give roughly equal probability of assessing end of saturation flow for any
given link.

On some approaches, the gap-checking process described above may find large gaps between vehicles
crossing the X-detector, due to some vehicles diverting out of the long lane (into a ‘sink’ as defined later
in Section 11). This would normally cause the link to be assessed as having ended saturation flow,
perhaps spuriously. To alleviate this problem, a special ‘2-part end-saturation check’ is used. In addition
to the normal X-detector gap checks, a further check is made on gaps at the IN-detector. This at least
prevents a premature end-of-saturation decision until (usually) the queue has diminished to well
downstream of the IN-detector.

Large gaps may also be found on links that are made up of one long lane and one or two short lanes. In
this case the X-detectors should be configured to form a combination detector. After a pre-set time
(COMTIM) the detections are ‘ANDed’ so that, in effect, there has to be a large gap on the single long
lane feeding the short lanes before end-sat is found (as opposed to end-sat being found on the short
lanes separately, which would occur prematurely as vehicles divert from the long lane to one or other
of the short lanes, leaving gaps in the adjacent short lane as they do so).

2.5 Determining End-Saturation for the Current Stage
MOVA checks whether each individual link currently receiving a green signal has reached end-
saturation or not. For each link, MOVA also decides whether it is a relevant link which must reach end-
saturation before a change to the next stage will be considered. Some links receiving green in the
current stage may continue to receive a green signal in the next stage also; provided the next stage is
not a fixed-time stage, then a link with a continuing green is not a relevant link in deciding when to end
the current stage green.

MOVA decides that the current stage has reached end-saturation when all relevant links have
themselves, individually, reached end-saturation. Until this decision is reached, MOVA will simply
extend the current green stage. MOVA is designed in this way for the following reasons:

(a) Evidence from simulation studies suggests that minimum delay is usually achieved if traffic
discharging at saturation rate receives sufficient green to discharge the queue completely.
Certain exceptions to this situation are catered for in MOVA as explained later in Section 2.7.2.

(b) The model of traffic behaviour used in the delay and stops optimisation process is less likely to
be realistic before queues on the relevant links have cleared.

(c) MOVA’s delay-optimisation process uses a prediction of the consequences of extending the
green which is itself a simplification of the actual situation; the simplified calculations are
themselves unlikely to be realistic when undischarged queues still exist on any relevant link
receiving green.
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2.6 Optimisation of Delay and Stops with MOVA
Once the current green stage has reached end-saturation, the queues on all the relevant links should
have discharged and traffic should be flowing freely down these links. Only then does MOVA make use
of a series of models representing traffic on each lane separately. The models are updated from IN and
X-detector information every half-second and represent both the position of vehicles on the
approaches and their movements towards the stop line assuming free flow conditions; queuing is not
represented. MOVA uses these lane models to calculate which vehicles will benefit if the current green
is extended by varying amounts into the future. In this way, the maximum number of vehicles
potentially benefiting per 1-second of green extension is estimated.

MOVA also maintains a check on the numbers of vehicles currently queuing at red signals around the
junction. From these counts and the measured average arrival flows expected to join these queues in
the future, MOVA estimates the disbenefit which an extension of the current green stage will cause. In
making this calculation, MOVA also estimates the length of time which traffic on the links currently
receiving green would be delayed if the current green were not extended; such traffic would then have
to wait until the signals became green again during the next cycle of the signals.

Queue
on arm 1

Arrivals
known

Arrivals must be estimated

Change now or extend green?

Extra delay

Extra delay

Delay saved

1A1A 1B

2

Queue
on arm 2

Figure 2.2  Delay calculations
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The above calculations provide the net delay saving (+ve or -ve) due to extending the current green.
Vehicles which are able to pass through the extended green without stopping produce a further benefit
which is calculated on the basis that each vehicle-stop saved is equivalent to a pre-specified number of
vehicle-seconds of delay. A performance index equal to the net delay saving plus weighted stops for all
relevant links is calculated. If the performance index falls to zero or below, MOVA makes the decision to
change to the next stage; if the performance index is positive, the current green is judged worth
extending.

2.7 Principles of Oversaturation Control
A full definition of oversaturation is given in 2.7.1, but oversaturation may be thought of as the
situation when appreciable numbers of vehicles are left in a queue at the end of green on any
approach.

It has been found necessary to distinguish in MOVA between normal, undersaturated conditions when
control is based on the principles described in Section 2 and oversaturated conditions which require
special treatment. In essence, the need for such special control is due to the limitations of the delay and
stops optimisation process, detailed in Section 2.6.

Since the MOVA process for delay and stops minimisation is inappropriate during oversaturated
periods, a substitute process involving capacity maximisation is used instead. Once a junction is
oversaturated, there is likely to be a strong correlation between signal timings which maximise capacity
and those which minimise delay. This assumption is the basis for MOVA control during periods of
oversaturation.

2.7.1 Definition of Oversaturation
When IN-detectors are present on an approach, MOVA defines a lane to be oversaturated if either of
two independent tests is satisfied. Both tests check for traffic conditions which would be expected to
occur if a traffic queue on the lane had failed to discharge fully at the end of the green period. These
tests therefore examine the output from the appropriate detector during a period following the end of
green. The checks use the IN-detector where it exists, or the X-detector on short lanes. Thus, a lane is
identified as being oversaturated shortly after the start of a red signal and this information is then used
for control during the next green.

The first test makes use of an estimate of the rate of build-up of the queue after the end of the green
signal. If the queue of vehicles after a certain time is less than a preset number (the oversaturation
critical count - OSATCC), then the lane is undersaturated; otherwise, the queue is judged to have
formed at a high enough rate to indicate oversaturation.

The second test checks whether the detector has been ‘on’ for an excessive time during a certain period
following the end of green for the lane. A detector which is occupied for at least a preset number of
seconds is judged to indicate oversaturation; either the vehicles queuing for the green just ended have
failed to move, or a new queue has formed abnormally quickly.

The decision in MOVA, that a lane is or is not oversaturated, may occasionally be erroneous in certain
situations; for example,

· a vehicle parking on a detector may result in the second test giving a spurious indication of
oversaturation for one cycle.

· MOVA is quite sensitive to values of OSATCC and the values suggested in MOVASETUP can
occasionally be set too low causing MOVA to detect oversaturation too early or vice versa.
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Nevertheless, the MOVA decisions are generally observed to correlate well with conditions on the
road. It is important to check that oversaturation is generally identified correctly. If it is not, then an
adjustment to the oversaturation critical count (OSATCC) may be desirable.

In MOVA M5, oversaturation is detected when OSATCC vehicles are detected downstream of the X-
detector after the start of leaving amber and before time OSATTM. For such lanes, OSATTM, can also be
adjusted to improve oversaturation detection (and indeed should be adjusted in preference to
OSATCC)..

2.7.2 Control to Maximise Capacity for Oversaturated Links
If one or more lanes on a link are oversaturated, then the link as a whole is judged oversaturated and
MOVA adopts the alternative capacity-maximisation process for deciding the green time to be given to
the link. The link will first receive the appropriate variable minimum green time as for normal control
(detailed in Section 2). After the variable minimum green, MOVA no longer checks for the end of
saturation flow in the normal way; instead, it assesses the efficiency of use of the green and decides
whether capacity is likely to be maximised by continuing this green or not.

The capacity maximising process will, when appropriate, allow the green on an oversaturated link to
continue even though the traffic may be discharging at a rate which is measurably less than the normal
saturation flow. Thus, there is an inbuilt adjustment for links where the discharge rate tends to
decrease as the green continues. This feature will also provide some corrective action when the
discharge on a link is reduced due to casual obstructions such as parked vehicles, or if the discharge is
erratic due to drivers leaving occasional excessive gaps between vehicles for any reason. It also takes
into account the junction lost time per cycle.

2.7.3 The Capacity-Maximising Logic
Many details of the capacity maximising logic are excluded here because of complexity; only the broad
principles are given.

If the saturation flow for a link is maintained throughout the green, however long, then the link capacity
will be maximised by allowing the green to continue as long as possible, subject only to some over-
riding limit imposed for reasons of public acceptance. In this way, the signals will operate to very long
cycles and the proportion of the time lost in the cycle due to changing from stage to stage through the
cycle will be kept to a minimum.

Often, however, the rate of discharge for a link may be high early in the green but decrease later. In
such cases, capacity may be maximised by ending the green as soon as the discharge falls below the
initial saturation flow value, or it may be better to continue the green despite the reduced rate. MOVA
assesses the situation automatically depending on the current conditions and decides whether to
continue the green or not. The procedures will automatically tend to tolerate reduced rates of
discharge and run longer greens at junctions where there is a large amount of lost time and hence a
greater penalty in frequent changing from stage to stage.

The decision-making algorithm is based upon a relationship between the duration of the current green
stage and the likely duration of the other stages, plus the lost time, making up the full cycle time. From
this, MOVA estimates a flow efficiency factor which is proportional to the observed efficiency of use of
the current green time. Repetition of this calculation every half-second throughout the green, makes it
possible to determine the approximate capacity-maximising green time. An additional check compares
the recent rate of discharge with the average discharge rate throughout the whole of the current green;
this also indicates when to end green so as to maximise capacity.
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The former test tends to continue a green slightly too long whereas the additional check sometimes
ends the green too early. MOVA is designed to abandon the latter check on links with persistent
oversaturation, to avoid the difficulties which premature ending of the green can cause.

2.7.4 Link Weighting Factors when Several Links Over Saturate
At heavily trafficked junctions, the situation may arise when several links, some of them conflicting,
become oversaturated simultaneously. If so, this is taken into account by adjustment to the relationship
between the duration of the current stage and that of the overall cycle time. It is assumed that other
oversaturated links will in their turn be controlled by the same capacity-maximising logic as the
oversaturated link currently receiving green, and hence the cycle time is deduced.

At some sites, it will not be important to give special treatment to particular links and the normal
capacity maximising logic will operate. At other junctions, due to constraints on queuing space or for
various traffic management or policy reasons, it may be that preference should be given to clearing
queues on particular links. Such preferred links can be given a weighting factor greater than the normal
unity; MOVA will then control in a way which aims to switch capacity from oversaturated links with low
weighting factors towards oversaturated links with higher weighting factors.

2.7.5 Control of Under-Saturated Links when a Junction is Oversaturated
A junction is judged to be oversaturated as soon as at least one link is oversaturated. Normally,
therefore, other links will remain under-saturated even though the junction is oversaturated. MOVA
attempts to control such links to just clear queues but no more. Thus, MOVA determines the end of
saturation flow for under-saturated links (as in Section2), using somewhat more severe criteria than
normal, and omits the optimisation process which might normally extend the green further.

2.8 Cycle-Time Control
Sections 2.3 - 2.6 define how the green time for a stage is determined. The cycle time that results from
the normal stage-sequence is thus dependent upon the duration of the separate stage greens; the cycle
time is not normally controlled in any other way, and it will usually be found that MOVA operates
perfectly acceptable cycle times.

Sometimes, the traffic engineer might wish to impose an upper limit on the cycle time; this might be
needed if traffic conditions would otherwise produce a consistently longer cycle than is desirable. Long
cycles can be unsuitable for several reasons; pedestrians may cease to wait for a safe time to cross; very
long greens with a continuous saturated discharge may cause exit blocking; opposed right-turn traffic
which needs to clear during intergreens may receive insufficient opportunities to turn.

 In MOVA M6 there is a ‘Pedestrian Short Cycle’ feature in which alternative stage
maximum timings can be introduced when pedestrians are waiting to be serviced. See
AG45 for more details.

A user-imposed cycle limit, if adopted, applies during normal (undersaturated) control described in
Section 2, and also during oversaturated control described in Section 2.7. If MOVA itself decides to
impose short-cycle control as described in Section 9, then MOVA calculates the necessary shorter cycle.

Unlike existing systems, it is not necessary with MOVA to limit the cycle by rigidly fixing stage maximum
green times: MOVA maximum greens can continue to be set generously long (e.g. 50% above usual).
The user merely specifies a desired upper limit to the total green per cycle available for distribution
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between the stages (called TOTALG for brevity); this in turn limits the cycle time. MOVA then constrains
the stage greens automatically to achieve the required total green, and the proportion of the limited
cycle allocated to each stage is continually adjusted to suit changes in traffic conditions. This feature is
particularly useful where peak flows are highly variable, either by time of day, day of the week, or
seasonally, and normal maximum greens would be difficult to set well to cater for all circumstances.

If a revised TOTALG is used during MOVA operation (due either to the use of a
new data set or as a planned ToD change) the CT will take a few cycles to settle
down to the new value.
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3 Overview of setting up a MOVA site
As mentioned, MOVA is a general purpose algorithm designed to cater for virtually any junction layout.
To cater for the differences between junctions, configuration data is used to specify the junction-
specific elements like the placement and number of detectors, phases, stages and the like. Below the
principles of this are described. In AG45 the specifics of each data item are described.

3.1 General Considerations for MOVA sites

3.1.1 Where to begin
A number of considerations need to be made about any individual junction before MOVA can be used
effectively. In general, considering the traffic flows (both present and future) together with the physical
layout, signal staging etc is part of the natural process of upgrading any junction. For a junction that is
to be equipped with MOVA, it is worth keeping in mind a few points in addition to all those that would
normally be considered if MOVA was not going to be installed. These are outlined below. It is also
worth considering the junction layout even if the plan is to install MOVA without any other changes.

3.1.2 Considerations for effective MOVA operation

3.1.2.1 Lane usage
An important factor in a good MOVA site is unambiguous lane-usage. This is particularly so when
different lanes cater for different movements. MOVA needs to know where traffic is going. Without this
clarity, MOVA’s optimisation process could become less effective. Fortunately, achieving the good lane
discipline usually requires no more than clear lane markings. Further improvements to junction
performance can often be made with minor engineering changes combined with revised lane and road
markings by, for example, increasing the number of lanes or the length of short lanes.

3.1.2.2 Pedestrian clearance times
Where pedestrian phases are used, especially ‘walk-with-traffic’ type, care will be needed to avoid
inefficient operation. Problems can arise when the longer clearance periods associated with pedestrian
phases occur without MOVA’s knowledge. The ways of avoiding these problems are discussed further in
section 13.

3.1.2.3 MOVA and phase delays
There has been a trend in recent times towards more complex multiphase junctions where the
interstage can involve multiple phase-to-phase intergreens. MOVA can operate effectively at complex
junctions, naturally (in fact, the original trials suggest it is most effective at large complex junctions).
However, where the interstage involves any notable phase delays, MOVA’s optimisation may be
compromised to some extent. In some cases, this is unavoidable, especially when applying MOVA to an
existing alignment where geometries are such that phase delays are inevitable for maximum efficiency.
Where possible, though, it is better to design junctions to be geometrically simple in order to minimise
the use of phase delays: MOVA will operate most effectively if there are none.
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3.1.3 Benefits expected from MOVA installation
Gauging how effective MOVA is likely to be at any one junction is difficult. During the 20-site trial
carried out in the late 1980s (Peirce and Webb, 1990), it was found that, on average MOVA gave a
reduction in delay of 13% (which generally equates to about 2-3% improvement in capacity). However,
the benefits over D-system VA varied depending on the exact nature of the site. Sites with large
numbers of lanes and heavy traffic benefited the most with ‘smaller’ less congested sites gaining less
(though still very worthwhile generally). There were exceptions and it is difficult to generalise on the
reasons for the small benefits where they occurred, though the development of application methods
over the years means that some of issues at the time could now be overcome.

3.1.4 Situations unsuitable for MOVA
There are many imperfect situations where MOVA can still be very effective and the knowledge base
for dealing with awkward situations is such that many potential problems have already been
encountered and solved.

Experience over the years has shown where care is needed and where MOVA is not always so
successful. Sites where the free flow of traffic through the junction is often impeded do not necessarily
benefit from MOVA. MOVA was not designed for such conditions. Restrictions to free flow often occur
at cramped junctions where, for example, waiting right turners could block straight-ahead movements.
Blocking back through the junction from upstream will also prevent MOVA from operating effectively,
as it would any other control system.

Intelligent design of road markings can often reduce the impact of problems on the ability of MOVA to
operate effectively. With MOVA M5 and later, it is possible to do-away with IN-detectors on low speed
approaches. This may reduce the problems caused by ‘sticky’ approaches as there will be less likelihood
of there being such problems over the shorter distance between just the X-detector and the stop line.
This also allows parking restrictions to be more reasonable so that the approach between at least the X-
detector and the stop line can be free flowing.
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4 Summary of Procedure for Installing MOVA
The following flow diagram summarises the steps to take in preparing a site for MOVA operation. It is
mainly intended as a reference – it shows a number of activities that are described in more detail
starting from Section 5 in this guide and in Application Guide 45. Following the flow diagram is an
outline description of the tasks shown in the flow diagram.

The process calls for the integration of a wide range of tasks, from minor civil engineering and electrical
work to the production of the MOVA data to allow MOVA to model and control the particular junction.
Items that are unique to MOVA and require consideration over and above items normally considered if
MOVA was not involved are highlighted thus. Items that are required whether the site is MOVA or not,
but need to be considered in a different way are highlighted thus. All other items should be considered
regardless of whether MOVA is being installed or not.

The flow chart links the various tasks required and the sequence in which they are carried out. Some
items lower down the chart interact with items higher up, and it may well be necessary to iterate back
up the chart to repeat or review some (not necessarily all) processes in the light of other decisions. For
example, requirements for the link-lane structure and the lane markings may interact and one may
require a rethink after considering the other.
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5 Detector Siting and Road Markings with
MOVA

The modelling of traffic behaviour and associated calculations is carried out on a lane-by-lane basis for
each approach (which is why unambiguous lane usage is important). Detectors are located in those
lanes as described below.

5.1 Typical Detector Locations

Figure 4.1.  Standard detector arrangement

Figure 4.1 shows an example, for urban conditions, of the siting of detectors on an approach with two
full traffic lanes.

Each traffic lane has its own separate set of detectors. For ease of reference, the detector located at
about 3.5s + 5m before the stop line is known as the X-detector (by analogy with the naming of the X
detector in the UK D-system triple-detector arrangement). The detector commonly sited at about 7.5 to
9.5s + 5m (to account for vehicle length) before the stop line is called the IN-detector. The actual
distances of detectors from the stop line depends on site-specific factors (e.g. speed): for IN and X-
detectors there is usually a range of acceptable distances for a given lane. Appendix B gives details of
what to consider when locating inductive detector loops.

IN-detectorsX-detectors

3.5s + 5m
7.5 to 9.5s + 5m
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5.2 ‘Long’ and ‘Short’ Lanes

Figure 4.2.  Detector arrangement for a flared approach

On some approaches to signal-controlled junctions, the carriageway may have been widened locally
(flared) to provide more lanes near to the stop line than there are further back.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of lane markings and detector locations for a flared approach. In MOVA,
lanes are defined as follows:

long lane - a lane with both IN and X-detectors

short lane - a lane with no IN-detector but with an X-detector

compact lane – a lane long enough for an IN-detector, but without one

If a lane on a flared approach is very short (say less than about 30m back from the stop line) it may not
have an X-detector and for the purposes of MOVA control is not considered as a lane. Alternatively
stated, a lane must have an X-detector to be treated as a ‘lane’ in MOVA.

In cases such as in Figure 4.2, it must be decided whether the IN-detector should be considered as
belonging to lane 1 or to lane 2. In general, the IN-detector should be allocated to the lane carrying
most of the traffic. In this way, when queues form on the approach, the dominant queue will form on
the lane with the IN-detector. The other lane will be specified as having an X-detector but no IN-
detector.

Exceptionally, the IN-detector would not be allocated to the dominant-flow lane if this would cause a
short lane to occur in the middle of an approach (i.e. sandwiched between long lanes). Normally short
lanes should be on the nearside or offside of an approach, but take normal traffic usage into account. If
traffic systematically avoids the centre lane of 3 apparently similar lanes, then it will probably be best to
make this the short lane. Problems may then arise defining which long lane supplies traffic to the short
lane, and revisions to the lane marking may be advisable (see Figure 4.3).

5.3 Unambiguous Lane Markings
For MOVA control to be effective good lane discipline is necessary. Lane lines should extend as far back
from the stop line as possible, to before the IN-detectors (unless short lanes are involved). Lanes should
contain clear lane arrow markings where this will encourage drivers to get into the correct lane: these
are particularly useful before the IN-detectors; just before the carriageway widens to give extra short
lanes; and before the X-detectors. Where lanes are narrow around the IN or X detectors, try to arrange
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for lane use to be consistent during both queuing and free-flow conditions. Consideration should also
be given to parking/loading regulations in the area from before the IN-detectors up to the stop line, to
help ensure full saturation flow is achieved regularly during possibly long greens.

Figure 4.3(a) Appropriate markings for MOVA control

Figure 4.3(b) Ambiguous markings not suitable for MOVA control

With MOVA control it is necessary that lane markings (plus directional or bifurcation arrows) are used
to guide traffic unambiguously into various lanes. In this way, vehicles detected at an IN-detector are
subsequently assumed to pass mainly over particular X-detectors. Thus, for example, markings in Figure
4.3a would be appropriate for MOVA control; those in Figure 4.3b would not be because it is unclear
which entry lane feeds traffic across the middle lane X-detector.
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6 Links, Lanes and Stages

6.1 Definition of a ‘Link’ in MOVA
For signal control using MOVA, it is necessary to specify data for each traffic lane on an approach and
also for each traffic link on that approach. A traffic link normally consists of 1 traffic lane, but may
consist of 2 or 3, particularly if the site was originally MOVA M4 or before. Appendix A gives examples.

Sometimes a multi-lane link may be used to encourage equal use of the lanes: Drivers may realise that
they are losing green and start to use both lanes more evenly. Nevertheless, drivers may persist in
forming unequal queues. This can be due to various factors: for example, the exit may be constrained,
or badly aligned with the approach, or traffic may wish to stay in a particular lane because of a
subsequent turn at a downstream junction. In such cases, more than one link must be defined for
MOVA.

6.2 Pedestrian Links
Sometimes, the traffic signal control at a junction provides for pedestrians to receive a green-man
signal when it is safe to cross. Normally, pedestrians demand the green-man facility by operating one of
usually several push-button detectors. In this case, pedestrians must be represented in MOVA by a
pedestrian link or links; this is necessary solely to allow the push-button detectors to demand a stage
that includes the required pedestrian phase. No optimisation of the green period is possible.

An increasingly common practice is to have a number of separate ‘walk-with-traffic’ pedestrian phases.
One effective method of incorporating these pedestrian phases into MOVA is as follows: For each
separate pedestrian phase a pedestrian link will be required. Then, stages may need to be defined
which alternatively include and exclude the associated pedestrian phase. This allows MOVA to call the
alternatives according to the presence or absence of pedestrian demand; and, importantly, means
MOVA knows about the different minimum and interstage timings allowing more accuracy in the
optimisation processes.

There are a number of other ways of dealing with pedestrian phases, and also the possibility of added
complications like the use of kerbside detectors in confirming pedestrian demand. MOVA is capable of
dealing with the majority of situations. In MOVA M4 and later, an unlatched pedestrian demand facility
is available.

6.2.1 Using MOVA M4 with unlatched pedestrians
In version M4, MOVA can demand a pedestrian phase when the detector number specified for the
pedestrian link is ‘on’ and for channel 24 also to be ‘on’.

In MOVA M4 This can be achieved in two ways: either

a) Connect the kerbside detector(s) to the pedestrian channel and the wait signal mimic to channel 24;
or

b) Connect the wait signal mimic to the required pedestrian detector channel and channel 24 to be
wired permanently ‘on’.

Method (b) has to be used whenever there is more than one unlatched pedestrian phase.
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6.2.2 Use of pedestrian weighting factors
For single PUFFIN crossings, it is possible to specify a pedestrian time-weighting factor whereby the
disbenefit to pedestrians waiting to cross is included in MOVA stop and delay optimisation. To achieve
this, connect the kerbside detectors from each side to different channels. This way the weighting is
doubled when there are demands on both sides of the crossing as compared with just one side.

It is possible to specify a confirm channel for each pedestrian link and more than one pedestrian link
can share the same confirm. This is to allow kerbside detectors to be wired separately, particularly at
junctions, which in turn allows the user to account for the degree of demand in the time-weighting
feature to a limited extent.

If the confirming channel is not required, it is possible simply to connect the wait-light signal that has
already been processed in the controller without the need for any extra confirm channels.

6.3 Updating Layout and Stages at Signals
At the same time as making the significant investment to install MOVA, it is wise to check whether any
modifications should be made to the physical layout and/or to the stage sequence in the light of
expected traffic flows. In particular simplifying the layout is something that could be of significant
benefit

6.4 Controller Interface
The controller will need the interface to MOVA to be specified so that detector, confirm and stage force
bits appear on the correct input and output channels. The interfacing method will be manufacturer
dependent. The interface allows MOVA to:

q Receive:

· stage and green confirmations for phases that overlap etc.

· a ‘Controller Ready Bit’ (CRB) signal identifying when the controller will allow MOVA control,
and

· duplicates of the outputs from any pedestrian push-button detectors or wait-light mimics
connected to the controller.

q Send

· stage-change signals via the interface to ‘force’ the controller to change to the required stage,
and

· a ‘take-over’ signal.

A telephone line or some other means of remote communication may also be specified to allow the
unit to send back fault messages, and to allow remote checking of operation. It is highly recommended
that some means of remote communication is installed.

6.5 Site and Traffic Measurements
Once the layout and road markings are complete, lane-by-lane measurements of saturation flow and
cruise speeds are required. These are essential components of the MOVA site data, and cruise speeds,
particularly, are needed to locate IN and X detectors (see Section 5 and Appendix B). Detector siting
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must allow for the natural path of vehicles where this cannot be influenced fully by road markings, and
also parking, minor roads, etc. Once all the detector locations have been decided, the package of loop
and detector unit installation can begin. Slot cutting and ducting work is carried out to normal
standards for loop detectors, but loop sizes and shapes are as defined in Appendix B.
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7 Site Installation and Commissioning

7.1 Process Overview
Installation and commissioning is a vital and exacting part of the process of setting up a MOVA junction.
The process is covered in more detail in MCH1542 Issue C, section 2.7.

The first step in commissioning is to ensure the fall-back mode (normally VA) is fully working, which
would be part of the normal process anyway. Once the fall-back system is working satisfactorily, MOVA
can be commissioned. During commissioning, the Local Highway Authority (LHA) must be represented
on-site by at least a signals engineer and a maintenance engineer. The LHA representatives must be
able to accept responsibility for the site once commissioning is complete.

In principle, commissioning should be a matter of checking that the MOVA equipment is installed and
connected correctly. In practise, much of the work is dependent on what equipment is being installed.
In general, the following checks should be carried out:

o That the signals operating correctly in fall-back mode (usually VA);

o That the connection of detectors is made correctly (including into controller for detector fault
monitoring (DFM) purposes). A thorough check that each detector is connected to the correct
channel with two personnel will be required; and this includes any pedestrian detectors;

o That the detectors are operating satisfactorily and are not set to be too sensitive or have cross-
talk (‘chattering’) problems;

o The position of detectors – distances should agree with the configuration data;

o Installation and connections of the MOVA unit (if add-on);

o That  communications  with MOVA are working;

o Download MOVA configuration data and check that the required data is in the working area;

o Operation of the Controller Ready Bit (CRB) (i.e. that it is ‘on’ at least when the controller is in
‘normal’ mode and off when specified to be off);

o Operation of stage and phase confirm bits;

o Operation of stage force bits (by using the manual facility in MOVA; i.e. check that the
controller responds as expected to the force bits);

o Presence and operation of the telephone line.

Then, and only then, should MOVA be enabled so that it can take control.

7.2 Detector Checking
An essential part of commissioning is to ensure that the detectors are numbered and match on the site
drawing and the data set. It is essential to check that all detectors are set to the correct sensitivity for
MOVA (medium usually); this can otherwise cause faulty counting or presence detection. Stop line
detectors should, however, be set to maximum sensitivity to give the best detection of bicycles,
motorbikes or single vehicles that may not sit exactly over the detector. It is also important to make
sure that the detectors are not being activated by vehicles in adjacent lanes travelling in the opposite
direction. This may require uni-directional detectors in some cases. Watch out for parking that may
cause vehicles exiting the junction to pass over detectors.
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7.2.1 Pedestrian facilities
Pedestrian facilities can be accommodated and there are a number of options. See section 6.2. These
should all be checked. If there are some unusual pedestrian demand scenarios (e.g. to ensure a
pedestrian gets served when there is next-to-no traffic around) at least ensure that the relevant link
demands are being set when observing the MOVA messages.

7.2.2 Forcing Signal Stages
Testing of the stage/phase/detector and controller-ready inputs to MOVA, and stage-change ‘forces’
and take-over outputs to the controller must be undertaken at the site during commissioning; the
checking can be carried out using a facility within MOVA (known as the Commissioning Screen in MOVA
M5, M6 and M7, and the Runtime Settings->Operational Management form for MOVA M8). MOVA will
not work if the stage force or confirm channels are incorrectly connected or missing. However, MOVA
can take control of the signals even when the detectors are completely wrongly connected. It is
therefore essential that detector connections are confirmed to be correct and of the correct polarity.

7.2.3 Final Part of Commissioning – Basic MOVA operation
The final part of commissioning is to observe MOVA operation to ensure the basic operation is correct.
Detailed observations of MOVA operation should wait until the validation exercise, which occurs after
the LHA has taken responsibility for the site. Before that, ensure that MOVA takes control and that all
traffic is serviced and that traffic stages are not being curtailed or extended in any obviously erroneous
way. Observe several cycles to ensure that MOVA does not drop control. Inspect the MOVA error log
after each stage change or each cycle to see if there are any faults. Ensure pedestrian demands are
being registered and serviced as required. Watch the MOVA on-line messages for several cycles and
check that there is nothing obviously incorrect. As a means of checking for any major installation faults,
the following in particular should be checked from the messages:

o Check the setting and clearing of link and stage demands;

o Check that none of the MOVA detectors are being marked as suspect (and if they are check the
reasons for this – it may be due to a car parked on or near a detector, in which case it would be
genuinely ‘suspect’);

o Check that the calculated minimum corresponds to the number of vehicles waiting between the
stop line and the X detectors;

o Check that the REDIN and REDX counts (as shown in the MOVA messages) are not accumulating
(if they are then the prime suspect will be that MOVA is not seeing a phase confirm that has
been configured in the data);

o Check that the correct stages are being seen by MOVA when the signals for that stage go green
(and if phases in a stage start at different times the stage should be confirmed at the start of
the first green – late starting phases should ideally have a separate phase confirm).

Once commissioning is complete, the mechanical installation has been confirmed as working. This is the
time to hand over responsibility for the site to the local highway authority, who are then responsible for
maintaining the site.
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8 Checking Satisfactory Operation
(Validation)

8.1 Immediate post-commissioning checks
When commissioning is complete, there is a need to check (validate) that MOVA is working acceptably
well. Validation is also covered in detail in MCH1542.

Some checks may be necessary immediately after commissioning especially if MOVA is to be left on-line
in the immediate post commission period. Alternatively, it might be worth considering leaving MOVA in
monitoring mode for a week or two both to fill up the historical flow matrix (described in Section 15.2)
and for the junction to settle down in its new guise (assuming that the site has changed). The historical
flow logs are there to provide information when detectors become faulty. If MOVA is left on-control
before the historical flow logs have any information, MOVA operation could well be compromised
unacceptably if detector problems occurred: Something that may be a more significant factor for any
important Compact MOVA approaches. On the other hand, it may be acceptable to leave MOVA on-
control if detector operation was fairly well monitored during that first week to ensure problems did
not occur.

If MOVA is to be left on-control immediately after commissioning, at least the following should be
carried out:

o Check that the oversaturation flags are not set when there are no queues and that they are set
when there is significant queuing (a more refined check of the setting of these flags should be
left until the junction has had chance to settle)

o Check that MOVA is not spotting end of saturated flow prematurely

o Check that the smoothed flow values settle towards (approximately) the actual lane flows –
some 10-minute flow counts may be necessary to confirm this.

8.2 Checking following a settling in period
After MOVA has been on-line and traffic conditions have been allowed to settle, MOVA operation
should be closely scrutinised. Actual traffic should be compared with information given out by MOVA
(see AG 45 MOVA on-line messages). Decisions made by MOVA can be compared with traffic conditions
on street and possible faulty or inefficient operation caused by inappropriate site data can be
investigated (see AG 45 MOVA checking and problem solving). Some difficulties may be overcome by
using different data for different times of day, as explained in Section 14. Particular points to watch for
include:

o The setting of oversaturation flags – these need to correspond as closely as possible to the
traffic conditions: adjust using the OSATCC value, or (in the case of Compact MOVA
approaches) OSATTM

o The correct determination of end of saturated flow: if this looks to be inaccurate, re-measure
saturation flow. Check particularly where a link consists of two or three lanes that the link end-
sat point is not compromised by unequal lane usage (but do not be hasty – observe over several
cycles before even becoming suspicious that the link-lane structure needs changing).
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o Check the decision-to-change point during MOVA’s delay optimisation process: are vehicles
being presented amber at a point where they either have to stop somewhat abruptly, or cross
the stop line during the early part of the red? If so, re-measure the cruise speed. Also see
section 8.3.

If the decision-to-change point looks to be poor, be wary of merely fiddling
with the cruise speed values. You may easily delude yourself that you have
cured the problem, when, in fact you may have made it worse. Safety may
then be compromised.

o Observe the bonus data to see if link bonuses are being calculated appropriately and get to
understand what they mean in terms of junction operation. MOVA may force short-cycling
inappropriately or, alternatively, not force it when there might be significant benefit in doing
so. (This is not easy, but for some junctions, understanding what MOVA does and can do in
bonus situations may be hugely beneficial in obtaining extra capacity).

8.3 Checking Cruise speed
Use of the correct cruise speed, particularly at high speed sites, is especially important. If the cruise
speed is set too high (i.e. traffic is generally travelling slower than MOVA thinks it is) vehicles may be
presented with an amber signal when MOVA thinks they are committed to going. They may be caught
in the dilemma zone (where stopping is uncomfortable and risks shunt type accidents, but, if they do
not stop, crossing the stop line during red is a distinct possibility).

On the other hand, if the cruise speed was set too low (i.e. a greater-than-normal number of vehicles
would be travelling faster than MOVA believes) the problem of trapping vehicles in the dilemma zone
could also occur more frequently than normal.  The reasons for this are more complicated to explain,
but essentially, vehicles will not be where MOVA thinks they are.

It is therefore important to appreciate how cruise speed is measured and what it is (see AG45 Appendix
D). It is also important to realise that cruise speed is used by MOVA only during the delay optimising
period and that neither an underestimate, nor an overestimate is desirable, although some inaccuracy
is thought to be is easily tolerated. An acceptable minimum accuracy to aim for would be about ± 5%.

At many sites there may well be a variation of cruise speeds during the day. Consideration should be
given as to whether it is necessary to account for any variation by time-of-day plan changes. There may
well be safety benefits to be had by allowing for higher speeds during quieter conditions (assuming
speeds are higher of course). As ever, be sure of your ground by measuring speeds at different times of
the day.
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9 Special Treatment for Flared Approaches
As defined in Section 5.2, some approaches may have been widened to provide more lanes or ‘bays’
near to the junction than further away (commonly known as a flare). This widening of the approach
provides extra storage/discharge capacity at the stop line by way of introducing additional short lanes.
The actual benefits that a flare has on capacity depend on the number of extra vehicles stored in the
bay or bays. The benefit provided by a flare is described in this manual as the ‘bonus green’ (see
Glossary). The bonus green (as used in this Guide) is the additional time that would be required to
discharge the extra vehicles in the flare in the absence of that flare.

Such situations cause a more complex optimisation problem than approaches where the number of
lanes is constant over the whole approach. The complexity arises as follows:

(a) Saturation flow will be larger during the early part of a green due to both long and short lanes
discharging; later, the short-lane queue(s) will have cleared and saturation flow will correspond
to that for the long-lane(s) only.

(b) The above situation occurs when both long and short lanes receive the same green signals and
can both discharge freely at the same time. The situation becomes more complicated if the long
and short lanes do not receive identical greens or if a lane (usually a right-turn lane in the UK)
receives green but is unable to discharge freely due to opposing traffic which has priority.

The way MOVA is structured to cater for the above situation is now described.

9.1 ‘Bonus’ Calculations

Figure 7.1(a)  Example of a flared approach or bonus situation
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Figure 7.1(b) Variable saturation flow and 'bonus' effect

Consider an approach as illustrated in Figure 7.1a where both lanes receive the same green signals. The
saturation flow across the stop line might be as illustrated in Figure 7.1b. The extra capacity provided by
the short-lane (shown as the shaded area) may be thought of as a ‘bonus’ which is additional to the
capacity of the main, long lane. Each cycle MOVA updates the bonus by comparing the counts over the
X-detectors (lanes 1 and 2) with an expected count for just the long-lane (lane 2).

This bonus updating is done sufficiently far into the green time (at a pre-set ‘bonus recalculation time’,
known as BONTIM) to ensure that the full bonus is measured; MOVA then converts the bonus count
into an equivalent amount of ‘bonus-green time’. Thus, for the example in Figure 6.1, if the bonus (n) is
7 vehicles per green and the long-lane saturation flow (S) is 0.5 vehicles per second, the bonus green

will be
S
n

, i.e. 14 seconds.

If a bonus link has more than one long lane, then the value of ‘s’ in the above calculation is the sum of
the saturation flow values for the long lanes. Thus, for a bonus of a given number of vehicles, the bonus
green reduces in proportion to the number of long lanes. Bonus greens tend, therefore, to have a
significant effect on control decisions mainly for links with a single long lane.

Although they are less simple to illustrate than the above example, MOVA also estimates the bonus
green when the short and long lanes have differing green times, and also for situations involving ‘sinks’
as described in Section 11.
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9.2 The Effect of Flares upon the End-Saturation Decision

Figure 7.2  Example of link capacity variation with different bonus greens

For situations as in Figure 7.1, it is not at first sight clear what effect a flare should have on the end-
saturation decision. Should the approach link consisting of lanes 1 and 2 be considered to have ended
saturation flow once the double-lane discharge has finished? Or should end-saturation decision only be
made after the main, long-lane queue has cleared? Theoretical examination of this problem provides a
solution in simple cases but the problem becomes very confused when several approaches, possibly
receiving green in different stages, have flares. MOVA therefore provides certain facilities which should
allow such junctions to operate more efficiently than is normally possible with traditional vehicle-
actuated control; MOVA does not attempt to fully optimise the more complex cases, however.

For situations such as that in Figure 7.1, theory suggests that the end-saturation decision should
depend on the relationship between the bonus green and the lost time (lost time may be thought of
here as the normal sum of the effective interstage times, but more detail is given in AG 45 Section 3.8).
The relationship between link capacity and bonus green for a particular value of lost time is illustrated
in Figure 7.2. Traffic on other conflicting stage(s) is assumed in this example to be given a fixed
proportion (40%) of time per cycle to cater for its needs.

It can be seen from Figure 7.2 that if the link bonus green equals the lost time (8 seconds) then the link
capacity is constant for all cycle times once the link green is sufficiently long (also 8 seconds) to
discharge the short-lane queue and gain the full bonus. If the bonus green exceeds the lost time, then
the link capacity falls as the green time is increased beyond the bonus-green value. Conversely, the link
capacity increases as green-time increases if the bonus green is less than the lost time, including a zero
bonus (i.e. no flare provided). Therefore, whether short-cycling gives more or less capacity (compared
with longer cycles) in a particular case depends on the amount of lost time in the normal signal cycle.

Normally, as described in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, the green for a link is extended at least until the end-
saturation condition is reached. From the above example, it is apparent that the end-saturation
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decision should distinguish between the case when bonus green is less than the lost time (including
zero) and the other case when the bonus green equals or exceeds the lost time. Consequently, in the
latter situation, MOVA will judge end-saturation to take place no later than the bonus recalculation
time, BONTIM - the time into the green corresponding to the maximum capacity condition, which
occurs when the (longest) bay associated with a long lane just empties. At this point, end-saturation is
judged to have occurred even if the main, long-lane traffic is still discharging at (single lane) saturation
rate.

In contrast, for the case where the bonus green is less than the lost-time, end-saturation is not
automatically judged to occur at the bonus recalculation time; end-saturation will be decided only
when the discharge flow from the lane (or, as explained in Section 9.3, a combination of long and short
lanes) has fallen below single lane saturation flow.

9.3 Combination Detectors

Figure 7.3  A single-lane approach feeding 3 lanes at the stop line

On approaches which do not have the complications produced by short lanes, the end-saturation
decision is made by examining the X-detector information for each lane individually. However, where
short lanes are present, traffic which crosses an IN-detector in a single lane may distribute itself so that
some vehicles remain in the long lane whilst others divert to cross the X-detector in an adjacent short
lane; such a situation is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Consequently, traffic discharging at single-lane
saturation flow rate from the long lane (lane 2) may distribute itself over two or three separate lanes at
the X-detectors so that all three lanes would be judged to have reached end-saturation if the normal
criteria were used. However, as discussed in Section 9.2, when the bonus green is less than the lost
time, the end-saturation decision should not be made until the long lane feeding the short lanes has
itself ceased to discharge at saturation flow rate. It has therefore been arranged in MOVA that the X-
detector for a long lane (e.g. lane 2 in Figure 7.3) may be specified as forming a ‘combination X-
detector’ together with one or two short-lane ‘associated X-detectors’ (e.g. those for lanes 1 and 3 in
Figure 7.3). The combination X-detector is ‘on’ if any of the constituent X-detectors is ‘on’, and is ‘off’
only when all constituent X-detectors are off.

When a combination X-detector is specified for a long lane, the end-saturation check is modified.
Before a pre-set time, known as COMTIM in MOVA, the X detectors are used as normal. After COMTIM,
MOVA examines the gap between successive vehicles as measured by the combination X-detector.
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Thus, it is no longer important whether a vehicle stays in the long-lane or whether it diverts into a
short-lane. In this way, the appropriate end-saturation check for traffic feeding from the single long
lane can be carried out.

Normally, COMTIM is set to a time that will just discharge the queue from the shortest of the short
lanes.

There are some situations with short lanes where it is, nevertheless, inappropriate to specify a
combination X-detector, or where one of the short-lane X-detectors might be excluded from such a
combination. Broadly speaking, such situations occur if the short lanes are not able to discharge traffic
freely at the same time as the long lane; this can occur if the short lane(s) are controlled by different
green signals or if their traffic is opposed by a priority flow. In such circumstances, a short-lane X-
detector which is omitted from the combination is not specified as an associated X-detector for the
long-lane, but is specified as a ‘sink’ detector as described later in Section 11.3. A combination X-
detector is normally best used when adjacent short lanes discharge at a similar rate to the long lane.

There may be situations where specifying a combination detector is useful even if it goes against the
normal rules. This might be relevant to any situation where there are two or more short lanes fed by a
single long lane, possibly even if one of the short lanes is for an opposed movement. The problem is
that, sometimes, MOVA may mark saturated flow as having ended prematurely because of traffic not
flowing freely across the X-detectors immediately after the calculated minimum has expired. A
combination detector may help where traffic is crossing one of the X-detectors (not necessarily the
correct one perhaps) thus indicating that there is still a queue upstream of the X-detector. COMTIM
would need to be set to a low value (possibly zero). However, combination detectors should not really
be used where there is regular queuing during the green by opposed right turners. If they are used in
unusual circumstances, it is imperative they are observed to work as intended, and it must be born in
mind that conditions will be different at different times of day. Do not assume that because a fix works
in the conditions that have been observed, that it is suitable for other times as well.

9.4 Conditions when Short-Cycle Control Maximises Capacity
As described in Section 9.2, if the bonus green for a link is sufficiently large, MOVA will judge end-
saturation to take place no later than the bonus recalculation time when the short lanes in the flare
have fully discharged. While the junction is undersaturated, MOVA then takes no further positive action
to maximise capacity either for the link with the bonus or others. Thus, other link(s) sharing the same
green stage as the bonus link may themselves extend the green until they are independently judged to
have reached end-saturation; the green stage may then be extended further by the delay optimiser.

Once the flared link becomes oversaturated, the situation changes, and, provided the bonus green
exceeds lost time, MOVA positively imposes short-cycle control. In order to maximise the capacity of
the flared link, its green stage should not be allowed to continue beyond the bonus recalculation time
when the flared link is judged to have ended saturation flow. The other stages in the cycle will then be
allocated their proportions of the cycle as described in Section 9.5. Because the stage catering for the
flare is kept to a short green, the other stages should also need relatively short greens and the cycle will
also be relatively short: in this way, the flare runs at maximum discharge rate as frequently as possible
consistent with the requirements of the other stages.

Several complications may occur when an oversaturated flare requires short-cycle control as described
above. In this simple case, no consideration was given to the possibility that one or more links which
conflict with the bonus link might themselves be oversaturated. If this did occur, the stage catering for
the flare might be cut short, in order to induce short-cycle control, but the conflicting oversaturated
links would probably cause their stages to continue green for long periods. This apparent conflict of
interests can be deceptive: provided the bonus green on the flare is greater than the cyclic lost time for
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the junction as a whole, then the capacity of the junction will be increased by short-cycle control. Thus,
short cycle control is beneficial and, in principle, the extra capacity made available by short-cycle
control could be allocated to whichever stages and links seem appropriate. In the simple case where
only the flare is oversaturated, MOVA will aim to give all the extra capacity to this link.

A genuine conflict of interest does occur in some situations, however, and must be resolved by the user
setting priorities when setting-up MOVA data. A bonus link requiring short-cycle control may share the
green stage with other, oversaturated, links requiring longer green times to maximise their capacity:
neither short nor long cycles will satisfy all the links and the user must specify whether short cycle
control shall be introduced or not when the bonus link satisfies the required conditions.

9.5 The Short-Cycle Control Logic
When short-cycle control is justified by a large enough flare and is permitted by the user-specified
conditions, it is then necessary to determine the cycle time and the distribution of green to stages
within the cycle. MOVA controls the cycle to ensure that the green for the flare remains sufficiently
long to give the full benefit; other stages are judged to need greens equivalent to current capacities.
When the cycle actually takes place, the pre-calculated greens are permitted to vary within a reduced
total green limit, in a similar manner to that described in Section 2.8; this provides flexibility for
changing conditions which were not known at the pre-calculation time.

9.6 More Complex Flares
The examples discussed in Sections 9.2 and 9.4 above consider the need for short-cycle control when
the bonus green on a single link exceeds the junction lost time. Other cases occur where short-cycles
are justified by a combination of bonus greens on links receiving green in different stages; even though
none of the bonus greens individually exceeds the junction lost time, collectively they may. MOVA is
able in some, but not all cases, to combine bonus greens from several stages to instigate short-cycle
control. The user specifies which links may be combined to give an overall bonus green, and may
further make this conditional upon other links not being congested (oversaturated).

In a few cases, the user may wish to impose particular stage maximum greens during short-cycle control
in order to achieve a policy objective of giving priority to special links. This is also possible.
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10 Control Features for Opposed Right-Turn
Traffic

This Section is concerned with the situation where (for traffic which uses the left-hand rule of the road
as in the UK) right-turning vehicles must give-way to traffic on the opposite approach. If right-turn
traffic is opposed during some stage(s) but is free to turn during some other stage(s), then Sections 10.1
and 10.2 are relevant. If right-turn traffic is liable to be opposed during all stages when it receives
green, then Section 10.3 considers the problems. If right-turn traffic is never opposed, because the
chosen signal stages eliminate such conflicts, it can be treated in the same way as any other unopposed
link, as described in the preceding Section.

10.1 Right-Turn Early-Cut-Off Situations

10.1.1 Where the right turners have their own lane

Figure 8.1(a)  An example of signal stages providing a right-turn early-cut-off
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Figure 8.1(b)  Detector arrangement for an early cut-off sequence

A very common facility for right-turning (RT) traffic is known in the UK as a RT early-cut-off (ECO):
initially, RT traffic receives a full green signal during a stage when it is opposed by oncoming traffic. In
the following stage, the opposing priority flow is stopped and RT traffic is given a right-turn indicative
green-arrow (RTIA) signal and is able to turn unopposed. An example of this situation is shown in Figure
8.1a.

The normally preferred MOVA system of ECO control uses an unconventional method for deciding
whether or not the free-RT stage (stage 2 in the example) is needed. This method requires a detector
located just upstream of the stop line, known as an OUT-detector; this is shown in Figure 7.1b. MOVA
uses the vehicle counts from the X-detector and the OUT-detector to keep an estimate of the number
of RT vehicles queuing between the two detectors. Whenever this number equals or exceeds a pre-set
minimum (usually 2*), the exclusive RT stage is demanded. During stage 1 in the example, some RT
vehicles may turn through gaps in the opposing flow and the RT queue may therefore reduce. Unless
the minimum number of vehicles is present to need the free-RT stage, it can be omitted from the cycle
with resulting delay savings to traffic on other stages. In case MOVA under-estimates the number of
vehicles queuing, the free-RT stage will also be demanded whilst the X-detector indicates a queue
reaching this position. Any traffic in advance of the stop line is assumed to make their manoeuvre
during intergreen.

With the use of the ‘in-out’ count, MOVA has been designed to avoid the deficiency often observed
with the current UK technique (known as ‘call/cancel’) for controlling a conditional ECO. During low
flow conditions, the call-cancel technique frequently demands the ECO just as the last vehicle in the RT
queue is turning at the end of the opposed-RT stage. The free-RT stage is then entirely superfluous.

10.1.2 Where right-turners share a lane with other traffic
At some sites RT traffic requiring an ECO must share a lane with straight and/or left-turn traffic. If so,
the in-out count system for ECO control might not be suitable, and a version of the original call-cancel
method could be substituted. The MOVA-style call/cancel demands the ECO if the OUT-detector loop is

* A vehicle stationary on the OUT-detector would be counted as 1
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occupied for 3s or more, and cancels the demand only after a gap of at least 3s is detected. The system
operates only after 7s of green have expired in order to prevent spurious demands due to vehicles
stopped on the loop during the red or early green.

There may still be the option of using the in-out count where the right-turners might be expected to
block the straight-ahead movement. If the call-cancel method is used, the right-turn indicative arrow
(RTIA) will tend to start as soon as the opposing movement becomes less intense, possibly as soon as
saturated flow has ended. This could be inefficient if there is just one or two vehicles waiting to turn
right, because only one of the main road approaches can run then, and the opposing movement, which
may still be busy, is then delayed until their next green. If the in-out count method is used instead, it
may be that the right turners can make use of gaps in the opposing flow, leaving the two-way main
road stage active until the RTIA is really needed (if at all). It is likely that the in-out count method will be
most useful during peak periods, leaving the call-cancel method for lighter flows. If this method is
adopted then the way it operates will be very sensitive to the value of MIXOUT (the number of vehicles
between the X and the OUT detectors). MIXOUT will have to be set to a value that is greater than the
number of free-flowing vehicles between the X and OUT detector, i.e. probably at least 6.

10.1.3 SDCODEs for ECO (IRTGA) Stages
There is some choice as to SDCODEs for ECO situations. Normally, a direct change from the ECO back to
the two-way main road stage is not permitted (as it means that just the RTIA is turned off without any
leaving amber). It is normal, therefore, that the SDCODE for the ECO stage permits the demand on the
RT link to transfer to a stage demand only if there is also a demand for some other stage. For example,
at a four-stage junction where the two-way main road stage is stage 1 and the ECO is stage 2, the
SDCODE might be 234, which will only demand s2 if there is also a demand for stage 3 to 4. However, at
times where there is some traffic, but not enough to cause congestion, and the side road(s) is (are)
quiet, it may be desirable to run the ECO to give the RTs a safer, protected movement. In this case, a
change from the ECO back to the two-way main road should be permitted, but there might be a need to
include the full closure of the ECO stage with a leaving amber, followed by a short all-red, before
starting the two-way main road stage again. This should be achievable within the controller without
MOVA having to do anything special.

10.2 Late-Release Facility for Right-Turning Traffic
This technique inverts the stage order of an early-cut-off situation. Firstly, the right-turn (RT) traffic
receives green during a stage with no opposing flow, then the opposing flow is released in the
subsequent stage. An important difference between the early-cut-off and late-release cases is that the
latter cannot safely display a RT indicative arrow during the exclusive RT stage. With a late-release,
there is no amber period following the end of the RT stage; consequently, if an arrow were displayed
initially, it would have to be extinguished later with no amber to draw drivers’ attention to the loss of
priority. The normal UK practice is to display just a full green signal to RT traffic during both the free-RT
stage and the subsequent opposed-RT stage. There are exceptions to this normal practice, however,
where the RT indicative arrow is simply extinguished on moving to the opposed stage.

Since no special signals are used to indicate when a late-release situation exists, it is necessary for
drivers to learn from experience. Consequently, the norm is for the free-RT stage to appear every time
the main opposed-RT stage is used. In addition, it is common to make the initial free-RT stage of fixed
duration - otherwise drivers will be unaware of how long their priority is to continue. For the above
reasons, the late-release is generally a less satisfactory way to provide for RT traffic than an early-cut-
off, although it can be useful in a limited number of situations.
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If a late-release is chosen, since normally the free-RT stage is always demanded along with the
subsequent stage, it is not necessary to install an OUT-detector. The purpose of this extra detector is to
allow the demand for the free-RT stage to be conditional upon the traffic conditions; this is not
appropriate with a late-release. Even if the free-RT stage was made conditional (which could be useful
on occasions when there were no vehicles waiting to turn right) still an OUT-detector would not be
required. In some situations it may be decided to make the initial free-RT stage of variable duration
rather than fixed; this is possible in MOVA and, once again, the OUT-detector is not necessary since the
RT stage will always be given before the opposed-RT stage.

10.3 Traffic not usually needing a Free-Right-Turn Stage
Sometimes, RT traffic is not given an unopposed stage and drivers are expected to make their
manoeuvre through gaps in the opposing flow and/or during the intergreen. In these circumstances, it
is presumed that the RT traffic flow is sufficiently low enough not to cause a serious problem.
Consequently, MOVA does not contain special features to cater for such opposed-RT traffic. If all-red
extension is used, this is handled within the signal controller.

Sometimes, the provision of a free-RT stage appears undesirable, perhaps because it is likely to cause
extra delay to other heavier traffic flows. If so, the limited use of an early-cut-off now described may be
acceptable.

In MOVA, the demand for a RT early-cut-off is conditional upon:

1 the presence of a specified minimum number of RT vehicles queuing between X-detector
and the stop line (see Section 5.1.2); or

2 upon a queue indication at the X-detector.

By setting the minimum number to a larger value than normal, the demand for the free-RT stage can be
made more stringent so as to reduce the frequency with which it is demanded. If the minimum number
is set impossibly large (e.g. =99), then the free-RT stage will be demanded only when there is a queue
on the X-detector.
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11 Situations Involving Traffic ‘Sinks’ and
‘Sources’

Road layouts exist where traffic leaves the approach by an unsignalled exit after having been detected
by the IN or X-detector on a lane. Such an unsignalled exit is known as a ‘sink’ in MOVA. Naturally, there
may be numerous possibilities for individual vehicles to leave an approach before reaching the stop
line: they may turn off the road into private entrance drives or shop forecourts, or may U-turn, for
example. These irregular exits are not important in MOVA; only more regular exits are specifically
treated as sinks.

Equally, there are often opportunities for vehicles to enter an approach lane without crossing IN or X-
detectors in the normal way: such an entry point is known as a ‘source’ in MOVA. Only limited
correction for sources is possible in MOVA.

 Where a combination detector is specified, the associated detector(s) automatically
provide the sink function so there is no need to specify sink detectors separately.

11.1 A Sink between the X-Detector and the Stop line

Figure 9.1(a)  Example of a 'X – sink'
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Figure 9.1(b)  An X – sink in a 'bay' which is too short to be a lane

This type of sink is known as an X-sink and is illustrated in Figure 9.1a. The purpose of the X-sink
detector is to count vehicles leaving an approach lane which MOVA would otherwise take to be
queuing. A similar situation is shown in Figure 9.1b, except that the traffic exits from the main lane into
a short ‘bay’ which is too short to be treated as a lane in MOVA. If the numbers of vehicles leaving the
lane via the sink are not important (as discussed later), then the X-sink detector can simply be omitted.
The main disadvantages of not having an X-sink detector are as follows:

(a) the minimum green (Section 2.3) for the near-side lane may be unnecessarily long when any
vehicles use the sink during the red or early green time. For an X-sink detector to work in this
position, the queue in the adjacent lane needs to be dominant to the extent that queues are
very rarely longest in the lane with the X-sink. Otherwise the calculated minimum may be too
short. The X-sink detector also needs to be positioned such that it cannot count out more
vehicles than the number needed to make up the absolute minimum green – the calculated
minimum may again be too short if it is. This normally means the X-sink should be no further
back than 20 metres or so, depending on SATINC and LOSTIM for the adjacent lane. It can often
be acceptable to simply omit this X-sink because an overestimate of the number of queuing
vehicles (that would occur without it) will produce an over-long lane minimum-green only if the
calculation (Section 2.3) results in a value between the absolute minimum-green for the stage
and the maximum minimum-green for the link; thus, during very low or very high-flow periods
any errors due to vehicles using the sink will be less important. Be aware that the type of
situation where it can be important to have an X-sink in a short lane is where there is light-but-
regular demand on the side roads and a very busy main road. Here, regular and unnecessary
running of 10 to 15 second side-road greens when 7 seconds would suffice may be decidedly
inefficient.

 Also note that in MOVA M5 the STLOST value can be set as low as -3s (the lowest value
available in previous versions is 0). The calculated minimum has added to it the STLOST value,
so with small bonuses, as shown in Figure 9.1b, the calculated minimum will be shorter if a
negative value of STLOST is used. Although not quite as good as having an X-sink detector, it
may, nevertheless, be an option especially when the lane with the longest queue regularly
alternates. It is appropriate provided one or two vehicles usually queue side-by-side.

(b) If MOVA over-estimates the number of vehicles queuing during the red time because vehicles
using a slip road/bay have not been counted leaving the approach, then the delay optimisation
process (Section 2.6) will be somewhat in error.
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11.2 A Sink between the IN-Detector and the X-Detector

Figure 9.2(a). Example of an 'IN – sink'

This type of sink is known as an IN-sink and is exemplified in Figure 9.2a. The purpose of the
extra IN-sink detector is to count vehicles leaving a long-lane after crossing the IN-detector but
before crossing the X-detector. The disadvantages of not having an IN-sink detector are as given
in (b) above for the X-sink detector plus (c) below.

(c) MOVA will be unable to calculate the bonus-green due to a flare; this occurs in much the same
way as for short-lane situations (Sections 9.1/9.2) but may be less obvious. If an approach is
oversaturated, with long queues, then vehicles using an IN-sink during the red or initial part of
the green are effectively providing extra capacity for the approach to help clear queues. If the
extra vehicles using the IN-sink are few in number and would therefore produce a small bonus
green compared with the lost-time then the fact that MOVA assumes a zero bonus-green value
is unimportant. Note: a large bonus green means MOVA may adopt short-cycle control to
reduce delays or to maximise capacity as in Sections 9.2/9.4.

Figure 9.2(b).  Potential problems with IN – sink detectors

There are often difficulties in trying to locate an IN-sink detector which will count only that traffic which
turns off after having previously crossed the IN-detector; often, additional traffic may turn into the sink
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from the other side of the road (Figure 9.2b) thereby corrupting the check on traffic leaving the
approach lane. In such circumstances, it is impossible to count just the sink traffic leaving the approach
lane. The IN-detectors can sometimes be located on the downstream side of the sink, at (say) 60m from
the stop line, but this still does not allow the bonus green to be estimated even if the problem given in
(b) above is better dealt with.

11.3 Sink Effects on Approaches with Short Lanes

Figure 9.3(a). Sink effect on an approach with short lanes

Figure 9.3(b). Example stages for control of approach in Figure 9.3(a)

Consider an approach as illustrated in Figure 9.3a. Traffic which crosses the IN-detector on the long lane
may divert into either of the short lanes before reaching the long-lane X-detector. Thus, this situation is
virtually the same as an IN-sink described in Section 14.2, except that the vehicles leaving the long lane
can be counted by the X-detectors in the adjacent short-lanes rather than by a specially installed IN-sink
detector.

In order to keep check on this transfer of vehicles from a long lane to one or two short-lanes, MOVA
automatically adjusts for counts on any associated X-detectors specified as part of a combination X-
detector for a long lane (see Section 9.3). Sometimes, however, the short-lane X-detector is excluded
from the combination: for example, if the approach in Figure 9.3a received green during the stages

X - detectors

IN - detectors

Stage 1 Stage 2
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shown in Figure 9.3b, then the right-turn (RT) lane X-detector would be excluded, because RT traffic
cannot discharge freely at the same time as the long-lane traffic. Consequently, the RT-lane X-detector
would be specified as an IN-sink detector which will count RT vehicles diverting from the long-lane but
will not form part of a combination X-detector. In this case, the IN detector is used as well as the X
detector in a two-part check to watch for the end of saturation. There may be the odd occasion when
end-of-saturation is found prematurely, soon after the end of the calculated minimum. If so, it may be
that specifying such detectors as a combination pair may alleviate this. However, this will be rare
(unless there is no IN-detector) and the results of combining detectors in a non-conformant way should
be carefully inspected at all times of the day and week.

 MOVA M8 allows two sink detectors (either X-sink or IN-sink) to be specified, and the
situation shown in Figure 9.3a may benefit from this additional functionality.

11.4 Traffic Sources on an Approach

Figure 9.4. Examples of side road traffic sources on an approach

Traffic from side roads may enter an approach in a variety of locations as illustrated in Figure 9.4.
Source traffic provides one less potential problem than sink traffic because there is no equivalent
bonus-green effect resulting from sources.

With sources which feed traffic into the approach between the IN and X-detectors, MOVA may under-
estimate the number of vehicles queuing during the red, until they cross an X-detector. This can usually
be ignored. Alternatively, the IN-detector(s) can be moved nearer to the stop line to be just
downstream of the source if the normal IN-detector functionality is not too severely compromised – a
case where functionality may be unacceptably compromised is at higher speed sites where an IN-
detector that is too close to the stop line may impinge on safety.

With a source feeding traffic into the approach between the X-detector and the stop line, MOVA may
under-estimate the variable minimum green (Section 2.3) and, in very low flow conditions, may fail to
call the appropriate green stage at all. One solution is to relocate the X-detector(s) downstream of the
source.

If the source is very close to the stop line, a stop line detector will be necessary to avoid missing
demands. A stop line detector can only demand a particular stage - it is not normally used to extend the
stage. A stop line detector can exist in a MOVA lane, or in a simple traffic link if there is not enough
room for an X-detector. This ensures that vehicles undetected by the X- or IN-detectors will receive a
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green. Above Ground Detectors may be permissible if they can, with 100% reliability, detect vehicles
that would otherwise have been missed. it makes no difference if vehicles that have been detected by
the normal MOVA loops are also detected by the stop line detector. It is important that difficult-to-
detect vehicles such as bicycles are detected by stop line detectors.
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12 Linked MOVA

12.1 General requirements
The linking of MOVA junctions to form a coordinated network is found commonly, particularly on
roundabouts where the linking requirements are in principle easier. The four basic tools used for linking
of MOVA controlled junctions are:

a) No special linking, but just using MOVA’s ability to react to changing traffic patterns;

b) By using the stage or phase confirms from one junction, fed to a MOVA detector at another
junction via the emergency-priority (E/P) facility, which can then demand or extend a suitable
stage to coordinate for platoons. The E/P settings can be used to run a stage for longer, or to
demand it sooner;

c) By using strategically located queue detectors to call a suitable stage via the E/P facility;

d) By controlling two (or more) very closely spaced junctions as a single junction (ie using a single
controller stream).

When designing the junction and specifying signal controllers it is necessary to make all the stage-
confirm signals from each signal controller stream available to the controller streams for at least the
nearest upstream and downstream nodes and often further back or forward. This allows each controller
stream to see and use (if necessary) confirms from both the immediate upstream and downstream
node, and from all stages at those nodes. Even though not all of these linking signals will be used in the
final implementation, they all need to be available to the engineer on site during implementation
because it is not always possible to know how to link the junctions until then.

Figure 12-1 is a schematic diagram of a grade separated roundabout that shows some of the linking
necessary. Where a signal controller is controlling two (or more) junctions using separate controller
streams, the linking signals can be made internally within the signal controller. Otherwise, the linking
signals have to made via external wiring. The Figure contrasts these two methods.

 The required linking signals, prior to MOVA M8, would be provided via controller
special conditioning. In MOVA M8 special conditioning is available within the MOVA
data.

If the stage confirms are more likely to force a stage change, the stage confirms can be converted into
‘linking pulses’ within the controller before being transmitted to other MOVA streams. The pulse is
usually made to be 2 seconds in length, with the ability for the pulse to be delayed by a specified
amount by the engineer on site using controller handset commands. The delay needs to be set to allow
traffic to progress from one junction to another with maximum efficiency. This will normally be related
to the journey time and making an allowance for any standing queue on circulating carriageway to
dissipate first.
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12.2 Possible scenarios

12.2.1 Major flow
Sometimes the linking requirements will be obvious; for example if there is a major right-turn flow, or
any other major movement, it will often be important to coordinate the timings for it. Forward linking is
most commonly used as a major platoon that has been given green at one junction will arrive at the
downstream junction after a given time. The pulse can then be timed so as to start the circulating green
just in time for the platoon, including any initial time necessary to clear any existing queue. Backward
linking will be necessary when the initial queue is such that the time required to clear the queue is
longer than the time it takes for the major platoon to travel from the upstream junction.

12.2.2 Equally distributed flows
On the other hand, if a node is fed equally by both upstream entry and circulating links, it will not be
obvious how to coordinate – especially if the dominant flow alternates between different origins on a
short-term basis (even cycle by cycle). If the approach to the node is long enough to locate IN detectors,
linking may not always be necessary. In fact keeping MOVA free of the constraining linking can allow it
to deal with the variability of traffic more effectively, assuming linking is less of an issue.
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Figure 12-1:  Schematic diagram of a grade separated roundabout.

If a node having variable or equal flows from upstream origins and has short circulating links, queues
could form at any time, and they are likely to cause problems if they block back. In such cases it may not
obvious how to use confirm signals to link to upstream nodes, or to combine the junctions into a single
controller stream. It may be possible to consider a backward link from the next downstream junction:
this might help to ensure the queue on the downstream circulating link has discharged in order to
achieve efficient discharge from the upstream node, and may be timed so that the entry traffic can tag
on the back of the circulating platoon. The resulting coordination might not be ideal, but may be better
than leaving the feeding junction to its own devices.

An alternative might be to use queue detection to clear circulating queues when they form, and the
backward link could then be used only when there is a queue, leaving the feeding node otherwise free
of constraint. Using queue detection in this type of situation can be effective, but be aware of what
might happen if the detectors fail. It is also likely that standard queue detectors will be required, which
normally have a bigger area to detect queues more reliably, rather than relying on MOVA detectors
doubling-up as queue detectors which are designed to see gaps so may miss the presence of a queue.

It can sometimes be difficult to link junctions when the origin-destination movements vary from cycle
to cycle. If the linking is made to benefit a particular movement, and sometimes the traffic making up
the movement does not materialise (ie it turns off before reaching the linked stop line) green time may

Controller 1
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be wasted. Sometimes this is unavoidable. However, it can bring the signals into disrepute if the greens
are very obviously wasted. It might be possible to avoid the worst of the effects by using different
linking or even turning the linking off at certain times of the day, especially when traffic flows are
lighter.

12.2.3 Time of day changes
Changes in linking by time of day can be accommodated by making use of MOVA’s Time-of-Day plan
change facility. When this is used, it will be necessary to ensure that the changes do not rely on being
fully synchronised unless clock accuracy can be guaranteed. Hence minor changes can be included, but
major changes would be problematic, especially if they are very incompatible. It may also be that
changes to data within the controller are needed by time-of-day (eg delay times to linking pulses).
Again clock-synchronisation may be an issue if MOVA and the controller operate on different clocks.
However, with the increasing use of dual-stream and quad-stream MOVA1 units/controllers, making use
of the time-of-day changes will be more practicable.

12.2.4 Cancel detector and reversionary demands

 In MOVA M7 and M8 the cancel detector no longer places a reversionary demand.
Furthermore, the cancel function can be specified to occur during red only, green only
or both. This allows E/P demands and extensions to be cancelled, possibly allowing
another higher priority demand to take precedence perhaps. For example, a normal
linking signal may have been made to call and run a particular stage, but an
alternative stage is required due to an abnormally long queue having been detected
that needs clearing. In such a case, the queue detection can be made to cancel the
normal E/P call. Similarly, the priority made by one bus route could be cancelled in
favour of a more important bus route.

 In MOVA M7 and before Emergency and Priority activity could result in reversionary
demands. In MOVA M8, reversionary demands are no longer made.

12.3 Preparation
The use of TRANSYT to model a signal controlled roundabout is likely to be of assistance in deciding
which of the four linking methods will be best suited for each node. The results from TRANSYT will also
give an indication of how linking might be useful or necessary when it comes to validation. If two closely
spaced nodes are involved, careful use of TRANSYT will assist greatly in knowing how the staging needs
to run. The output from TRANSYT will not only indicate how junctions ought to be linked, it can also
indicate the degree to which links will benefit from linking (including situations where linking is not
likely to be beneficial). Running and validating the fixed time plans generated by TRANSYT at the real
roundabout will further assist during the validation of MOVA by confirming which movements need to
be coordinated.

1 A dual/quad-stream MOVA unit is a single MOVA unit that is able to control two/four separate controller
streams within a single controller
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12.4 Queue detection
It is common practice to have queue loops located at strategic positions on a roundabout. The most
obvious need for queue detectors is where a queue on a circulating section blocks back to an upstream
entry or exit and starts to prevent free movement of vehicles trying to get on or off the roundabout.
Queue detectors are often placed to detect such blocking back in order to deal with the circulating
queue. Such detectors have become known as ‘backstop’ detectors. In some situations, MOVA
detectors can double-up as queue detectors if they are suitably located. However, their shape means it
cannot be guaranteed that they will detect a queue as they more readily see gaps in the traffic than
standard queue detectors, especially if the queue is moving rather than being completely stationary.

On busy important roundabouts there are likely to be multiple queue detectors present to deal with
specific problems. For example, a motorway interchange is likely to have queue detectors on the slip
roads so that action can be taken should the queue start to reach back to the main carriageway.
Backstop detectors will also be in place to help keep the roundabout moving freely. In some cases, the
requirements of the two detector types may be contradictory. Hence, it may be necessary to use
special conditioning to effectively give precedence to particular queue detectors. If queues exist such
that the hierarchy begins to take effect, it would be important to set the call/cancel timings such that
priority activity does not jump around uncontrollably. The change in functionality with the cancel
detector in MOVA M7 allows a hierarchy to be made without recourse to special conditioning.

12.5 Hierarchical linking
A positive signal at a queue detector is often used to bring forward the circulating green to clear a
circulating queue at node ‘n’. In such a case it may be that a forward link from upstream node ‘n-1’
might benefit from being overridden until the circulating queue has cleared. It is possible to achieve this
by special conditioning to generate a backward link from node ‘n’ to priority call/hold the unlinked
stage at node ‘n-1’. This would help if there was a stage at node ‘n-1’ in which most of the traffic turned
off the roundabout, thus giving a better chance of the circulating queue clearing before releasing more
traffic to add to the queue.

12.6 Practicalities
Detector feeder cables must ideally be no longer than 250 metres, and never more than 300 metres.
For signalled roundabouts, it is normal to let each junction revert to the signal stage catering for
circulating traffic, and have stop line detectors on just the entry roads.

Detectors should be located in accordance with normal MOVA requirements as far as possible. IN-
detectors should be included wherever possible to allow for the situation where platooning is not
strong and particularly if the MOVA junction is to run without any linking.

12.7 Validation of Linked MOVA
During validation, the engineer will be choosing which of the linking options will actually be used (or
indeed whether they are needed at all). The various timers will need to be adjusted until operation is
efficient – and the use of TRANSYT output data can help in this process.
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12.8 Maintenance requirements
Operation of many of the linking signals and detectors approaches mission-critical status at a signalised
roundabout or any other linked MOVA situation. It is therefore essential that great care is taken with all
the electrical connections and with all other aspects of the installation in order to ensure reliability is at
its best. Most problems are limited to detector faults. MOVA has faulty detector logic for all of its
standard detectors, but not the linking signals when they make use of emergency/priority. Some faults
may therefore require correction on an urgent basis. Assuming both detector fault-monitoring and
remote monitoring is used (as it should be) ensuring faults are fixed with all due haste should be
possible. It may also be worth considering back up options, such as duplication of equipment, which
could be swapped-in remotely.

Other types of linking signals should be reliable if operation is established at commissioning. However,
faults can occur, and the problem is in knowing what to look for in order to remedy such faults. Many
MOVA-controlled signalised roundabouts make use of quite complicated controller special
conditioning, with the possibility that some of the linking options will be discarded during validation.
This complicates the matter of finding the fault. Documentation of the linking options finally used is
essential if maintenance engineers are expected to find and correct such faults.

Over the longer term, traffic conditions may change and operation may need to be reviewed. The
authority responsible for the roundabout should consider from the outset how frequently this needs to
happen. MOVA should remain responsive to long term (in addition to short-term) traffic-pattern
changes. However significant changes to traffic patterns as a result of, for example, a new development
nearby, may warrant a fixed review regime, especially for the more strategically important junctions.

12.9 Signal controller specification and special conditioning
Specifying the signal controller requirements for all the controllers at a signalised roundabout can be a
big task. The work needs to be entrusted to someone with suitable experience both in specifying the
requirements (usually done on paper or the electronic equivalent) and in the programming of the
controller. Correct functionality of the controller needs to be checked very carefully at the Factory
Acceptance Test (where it is most easily corrected).

In order to provide the linking signals between the MOVA controlled nodes at a roundabout, the signal
controller needs to be programmed to provide them. Since these linking signals invariably also include
timers to control delays and pulse lengths etc, special conditioning is usually employed to provide those
signals. The linking signals can be external (ie passed between controllers) or internal (ie passed
between controller streams within the same controller). The delay timers for all the linking signals and
the queue detection need to be configurable on-site via the use of ‘hand-set’ commands. The on-street
configurability should extend to turning the linking signals off completely as a means of deselecting
unused links. (Although unused links can be dealt with within MOVA)

Whilst specifying the requirements of each controller, it is important to allow for all the functionality
that is likely to be required, even if, subsequently, it is not made use of. Taking this approach helps
avoid unnecessary ‘PROM blowing’ during validation.

 In MOVA M8, special condition can be written into the MOVA data set. This will allow
an easier way to achieve the necessary conditioning, as well as giving access to a
number of MOVA’s internal variables. Editing will be more straightforward as it will
not be necessary to generate controller PROMs to implement revised conditioning. It
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may be that a small number of options will still require controller special conditioning,
but most will be achievable within MOVA M8.

12.10 Fall-back options
MOVA is reliable and stable as is the equipment that implements it and should work continuously
without problems. However, occasionally MOVA drops control and there are a variety of reasons as to
why this may happen (including faults external to MOVA). When MOVA drops control, there has to be a
fall-back control strategy. At isolated signal controlled junctions, this is invariably VA, using the MOVA
X-detectors to call and extend signal stages. At signalised roundabouts, either VA or fixed time can act
as fallback. In the case of VA, it too can use queue detection to provide hurry calls to clear queues, and
the linking pulses from upstream or downstream junctions.

The maximum timings can be updated from information provided by MOVA, either by using the
average green times run under MOVA, or by taking the historic flow data and modelling the junction in
TRANSYT to deduce appropriate timings. The linking signals should remain in operation so that
junctions that are still running MOVA can make use of them. This approach generally seems to provide
satisfactory operation for the few occasions when MOVA is not operational.

Fixed time may be satisfactory, even though it is likely that only one MOVA stream will have dropped
control. The linking signals from the junction running fixed time need to remain active, and the fixed
timings need to be appropriate. The VA option is likely to be the more satisfactory, at the expense of
requiring more validation work. Indeed, it is considered good practice to start by commissioning and
validating the junction under VA control as this can help narrow down the linking options.

12.11 Safety
MOVA has been proven to be safer than VA with SA/SDE (Speed Assessment/ Speed Discrimination) at
high speed sites (Crabtree and Kennedy, 2005) provided that there are no serious errors in the MOVA
configuration data. This may be relevant to some roundabouts with high speed approaches, although
speeds tend to reduce nearer to the roundabout because of curvature and deflection on the approach.
If the approach has 85th percentile speed greater than 35mph, IN detectors will be required.

12.12 Expected capacity and delay benefits
There is too little information currently available to develop a method to predict capacity and delay
benefits at individual installations.  Conversion of roundabouts from fixed time control to MOVA has
been claimed to produce good benefits by practitioners. However, often the conversion has been part
of a refurbishment including other measures such as re-lining and signing, some widening etc. of
roundabouts with capacity or delay problems.  The conclusion is that a careful redesign to take
advantage of MOVA would be expected to reduce delay, but there is as yet no quantitative evidence
that this is actually the case in linked MOVA situations.
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13 Pedestrian facilities
There are two types of pedestrian facility available: the all-red pedestrian stage (where all vehicles are
held at red to allow pedestrians to cross) and ‘walk with traffic’ or ‘parallel pedestrian phase’ where
pedestrians and traffic run together if they do not conflict.

13.1 All-red pedestrian stage
The all-red pedestrian stage is straightforward to deal with in MOVA. In the simplest case, all that is
required is for demands to be presented to MOVA via a single pedestrian link. This, together with
suitable SDCODE and LGREEN entries will allow the stage to run as necessary. In more complex cases,
where there are two or more separate phases, or particularly where PUFFIN type facilities are involved,
the data specification becomes a little more complex. See section 6.2. In all cases, however, the timing
of the pedestrian stage is handled solely by the signal controller.

13.2 Walk with traffic pedestrian phases
There are a number of issues to do with walk with traffic type phases and a variety of ways of dealing
with them. It will be up to the users to decide how to configure the pedestrian phase: it could be
configured to appear every cycle regardless of demand; run only if demanded, and extended alongside
vehicle extensions such that it terminates at the end of the stage; or to run only if demanded, and only
for a minimum time. These options have to be implemented within the controller.

13.3 Implementation issues
Having configured the pedestrian phases in the controller, there is the option now of whether to make
those phases visible to MOVA or not. The only reason for making them invisible is if there are
insufficient links to deal with everything else (not an issue with MOVA M5 and later as they have 60
links!).

If it is necessary to preserve links for other purposes, it is possible to leave the controller to deal with
the running (or not) of the pedestrian phases. It will, however, be necessary to enter a demand for a
particular stage in which the pedestrian phase will run simply to ensure the pedestrian phase can run in
the absence of any vehicle demands for that stage. The demand can be made using a stop line detector
input for a vehicle link that runs in the same stage as the pedestrian phase. Note that this technique is
not suitable for PUFFIN type facilities where call-cancel is used.

Where pedestrian phases are to be demanded and confirmed as normal, each pedestrian phase will
require a pedestrian link in MOVA to be associated with it. If PUFFIN call-cancel facilities are used, un-
latched type links will be necessary.

In all cases where pedestrian facilities are involved, it will be necessary to consider carefully the amount
of lost time. In the case of the all-red pedestrian stage, the average lost time will depend on how often
the pedestrian stage is called. This is only an issue during oversaturated periods.

In the case of walk with traffic phases, the intergreens will often be longer when the pedestrian phases
run as compared with when they do not run. Again, the lost time needs to be the average value
covering the (congested) period under consideration.
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13.4 Pedestrian short cycling

13.4.1 Description
Prior to MOVA M6 the most common way to deal with the pedestrian requirement not to use overly
long cycle times was to cap the TOTALG time, often to something like 80 seconds. The main issue with
this was that the capped cycle time applied whether any pedestrians required green or not. To
overcome this, MOVA M6 (and later) has ‘Pedestrian Short Cycling’, which aims to run one complete
short cycle whenever a pedestrian requires a green.

The method uses the existing unlatched pedestrian demand facility in MOVA (not the latched demand)
to register demands for pedestrians. In addition to this, two extra arrays are used to determine what
happens when pedestrian demands are lodged. When a pedestrian demand is lodged, the following
signal cycle will be reduced to cater for the pedestrians more rapidly, and allow the junction get back to
the signal stage it was running when it started the abbreviated cycle.

In unsaturated conditions and where saturation has not existed for long (and may, therefore, be
transitory) alternative stage maximums are used. These alternative maximums are set in PEDMAX(1)

In saturated conditions, where the saturation flags are 4 or more, an alternative second array will be
used. This array specifies the percentage of the normal recent greens to use as a maximum given by
lambda x smoothed-cycle x percentage. These alternative maximums are set in PEDMAX(2)

Both of these alternative stage maximum values are intended to be set by the user to something that
they consider as acceptable. Hence it is possible to adjust by how much pedestrians are favoured
depending on congestion. Note that a short cycle does not count towards the re-calculation of lambda
and smoothed cycle.

13.4.2 Constraints
When MOVA is running an abbreviated cycle, there are some constraints which it cannot override:

§ The new stage maximum cannot be more than normal maximum;

§ The new stage max value calculated in over saturated conditions must not be less than the
value that would be used in undersaturated conditions (this means that you can effectively use
PEDMAX(1) as the max time for both oversaturated and undersaturated conditions by setting
the PEDMAX(2) value to something very low);

§ If short-cycling due to there being sufficient bonuses is occurring, the new stage max value will
not be more than the lowmax value for the stage;

§ New stage maximum cannot be lower than the stage minimum.

13.4.3 Suitable sites
Application of this new feature is potentially wide with many junctions and many pedestrians
benefiting. Junctions will benefit if the running of a longer cycle time in the absence of pedestrian
demands extracts more capacity (assuming the only reason for it to be capped in the first place is
because of pedestrian activity). Pedestrians may benefit substantially from the reduced waiting time.
Where congestion during peak periods is a consistent problem, the feature should work very well if the
PEDMAX values are set sensibly. Reducing pedestrian waiting times ought to improve safety as well.

However, the feature is likely to be of less value when pedestrian activity is high, leading to pedestrian
demand every cycle (or nearly so). At such junctions it would still be better to use TOTALG to control
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the cycle time, possibly by time-of-day, using PEDMAXs to control activity at other times with less
pedestrian activity and/or fewer vehicles.

Note that the pedestrian short cycling is not suitable for stand-alone pedestrian crossings.
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14 Other Features and Data Variations

14.1 Time-of-Day Features in MOVA
MOVA currently has provision for up to three or four different data sets or ‘plans’ (depending on
manufacturer and version). Each plan can be timetabled to operate during specified periods of the day
and days of the week. As an alternative, plans can be switched-in manually (e.g. for special events such
as football matches): manual selection should seldom be necessary as MOVA is flexible enough to cater
for wide variations in flows. In version M4 and before, it is a restriction that the timetable overrides any
manual plan changes: i.e. if a plan is timetabled to start at a particular time of day, it will do so even if a
manual plan change has been made. In MOVA M5, the transfer of plans is more flexible with it being
possible to have alternative time tables as well as to override (temporarily or permanently) time-of-day
plan changes if required.

To ensure that no problems occur when MOVA switches from one plan to another, the following key
data items must be the same in each of the data sets:

 STAGES - the number of stages at the junction

 NLANES - the number of lanes approaching the junction

 NLINKS - the number of links (lane-groups)

 LLANES - for a link, the numbers of the constituent lanes

Stage 1 is required to be a stage which is commonly demanded in each plan. The
plan change then takes place at the start of the next stage 1 green after the
timetabled time. This avoids potential difficulties due to prohibited stage changes
and stages which are not demanded in particular plans, which might otherwise
lock up the signals.
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14.2 Time-of-Day Changes in Priorities

Figure 10.1  Example for stage-sequence variations

One use of the different plans available in MOVA is to vary the priorities given to particular stages, links,
or lanes. There are several data values which can be altered to achieve this, as follows.

 LANEWFs - lane weighting factors

These influence the priority which MOVA attaches to clearing the queue on any particular lane if the
junction becomes overloaded. For example, it may be important to give priority to certain lanes in the
AM Peak, but for different lanes in the PM Peak.

 MAXs - stage maximum greens

 LOWMAXs - low maximum greens to control short-cycling

Normal MAXs are used to control fixed-time stages (when the MAX is set equal to the stage minimum
green MIN). These may need to be varied by time of day, as, for example, with a late-release catering for
right-turners.

MAXs and LOWMAXs can also be used (relatively rarely) to limit selected stage greens to achieve policy
objectives such as discouraging particular movements. Usually, this will apply only at certain times. In
general, LOWMAX are left at same values as MAXs and MOVA automatically calculates any LOWMAXs
needed for short-cycle control.

 TOTALG - the total green available for all the stages

This value can be used to constrain the cycle as described in Section 2.8. A low cycle limit may be
beneficial to particular road users, especially pedestrians, but it may be needed only at certain times, and
is an unnecessary constraint otherwise.

 BONCUT’s - markers to define if bonus may cut cycle short

There are restrictions on which links may have their BONCUT set to influence the short-cycle operation
of the junction (AG 45 Section 3.11). It is therefore convenient to be able to vary these markers by time
of day using different plans to give priority to different links.
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14.3 Stage Sequence Variations

14.3.1 By time of day
The different plans in MOVA can be used to provide for different stage sequences or to introduce other
stages during certain periods.

All plans must contain all the stages that are ever used, even though some stages may not be used in
particular plans. Variations in stage usage are achieved by selectively omitting one or more stages from
the ‘master’ sequence.

 SDCODEs – MOVA’s stage demand codes

A stage can be omitted completely in a particular plan by setting all SDCODE, for the stage in question to
zero in the data set. Alternatively, a stage can be conditionally demanded, depending on traffic
conditions at the time. For example, the junction shown in Figure 10.1 has six stages but no more than
four are used in any plan. Stages 3 and 5 are the same stage occurring twice in the sequence. This is
possible with MOVA, provided the stage is given a separate number for each occurrence. The timetabled
plans use the following sequences of stages:

 AM Peak and daytime 1, 2, 4, 5

 PM Peak 1, 2, 3, 4

 Overnight (low flows) 1, 2, 6

The AM plan achieves a continuous green for the W ® N left turn movement in stages 2 and 4, rather
than two separate greens which occur in the PM plan. The PM plan achieves a continuous green for the S
® W left turn in stages 4 and 1. These sequences allow the filter movements to gain extra green during
the interstage period at times when the left turn movements are critical. The overnight plan combines all
movements from the E and W arms on stage 6, when right-turn flows are low and can take place through
opposing flow or at end of green.

It is essential that any safety consequences of changing stage sequences,
particularly when omitting right-turn indicative arrows, are considered.

14.3.2 Automatic sequence selection
Automatic stage sequence selection is available for the ‘double-right-turn’ situation where there are
separately signalled right-turn movements off the main road (See Figure 9.2).
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Figure 10.2 Separately signalled double-right-turn junction

In this situation, after the two right-turn movements have run together (which is necessary for MOVA to
work out the best sequence) there is a choice of how to run the right-turn stages. Generally, it will be
effective to continue with one (or other) of the right-turns with its adjacent straight-ahead approach,
followed by both straight ahead movements, before proceeding on to the side-road stages. Which one of
the right-turns to choose will depend on the balance of movement, which, for peak periods at least, are
usually predictable from historic data. However, between peaks and at weekends, the flows may vary
rather more and an arbitrary choice of stage order may not necessarily give good results. Automatic
stage-order selection can offer significant benefits not only off peak, but during peaks as well if the best
stage-order is not obvious from previously observed flow patterns. MOVA is able, on a cycle-by-cycle
basis, to choose which sequence will be most effective in dealing with this double right-turn staging
arrangement. It has been found to work well at a variety of situations: theoretically it could operate in
the situation where double-right-turn staging occurs on both the main road and the side road. This has
not been tried, so contact TRL if you intend to try this.

14.4 Other Data Variations
It is possible, to vary other data items. Special circumstances may occur which suggest to the traffic
engineer possible uses for time-dependent data. As an example, it is possible to vary:

SATINC  saturation flow headway time increment between vehicles.
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STLOST  start up lost time at the beginning of green.

CRUISE SPEEDs  which may by noticeably higher during quieter periods for example.

Emergency facilities where there use in peak periods may cause excessive problems.

Stop Penalties where the proportion of heavies is significantly different by time-of-
day.

MIXOUT where peak-period conditions require the Right Turn Indicative Arrow
to be called only when really necessary but not at other times, when
call-cancel may be more suitable.

LOSTIM lost time may be different depending on the stage sequence and if the
frequency with which any fixed-length stages or pedestrian phases run
varies by time of day. (Note that LOSTIM is only used during congested
periods)

Data

Area 1

MOVA working data

Manual
plan

choice

Process data

Download data

Check data for
errors/consistency

Time-of-day plan-
change timetable

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4

Download store

User initiated
plan change

Time of
day plan
choice
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Figure 10.2 illustrates how the new method works. Although not necessarily clear from the Figure, an
important feature of the new method is that only one of the datasets has to have the plan-change
timetable. Furthermore, different plan-change timetables can be included in each of the data sets. This
allows greater flexibility. Note that the plan-change timetable contained within a data set is not loaded
during automatic timetabled plan changes. The plan-change timetable is transferred only by manual
intervention – hence the current one would have originated from the last manually loaded data set. It is
also possible to delete the time-of-day information but retain the associated configuration data in the
working area. This makes it possible to override the automatic plan changes and manually select plans as
required – useful perhaps for unusual events such as football matches.

 In MOVA M7 data sets can be transferred from the repository to the working area using
triggers. The triggers are four detector channels that can transfer from each of the four
areas respectively. The data is known as DSTRIG. The hierarchy is as follows:

· Assuming there are no ToD changes in the data

ToD plan change

Manual plan change (overrules
and disables both ToD and

DSTRIG plan changes*)

DSTRIG plan change (overrules ToD
plan changes but only whilst the

relevant detector channel remains ‘on’)

Figure 10.2 – MOVA M5, M6 and M7 Data handling method
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15 Faulty Detector Logic
Any vehicle-actuated control system is likely to be heavily dependent on its detectors for efficient
control and the more advanced the control strategy the more likely this is to be so. MOVA relies on the
detectors for counting traffic flows and estimating queues lane-by-lane. Defective detectors could
cause serious losses in efficiency if the effects of this were not ameliorated in some way. In
consequence, extra logic is employed to identify when detector information is likely to be unreliable
and what alternative action to take.

15.1 Identification of ‘Suspect’ Detectors
MOVA checks the detectors every cycle. Detectors which have remained ‘on’ for at least one complete
cycle of the signals, or have remained ‘off’ for a calculated critical time, are flagged as being ‘suspect’.
The check involving a long ‘off’ period is unreliable when flows are low, and is therefore omitted when
the historical flow matrix shows an expected flow rate of 150 vehicles/hour or less.

The ‘suspect’ condition does not necessarily mean that the loop or detection equipment has failed to
operate correctly; it can often mean that vehicles have parked on or near to a detector and other traffic
is not able to cross the detector normally. Suspect detectors are returned to the normal acceptable
state once they begin to count vehicles again (which can happen once a detector has re-tuned itself to
ignore the car parked over it).

15.2 Default Logic for Suspect Detectors
While a detector is flagged as suspect, MOVA will in the majority of cases2 ignore that detector
completely, and will use substitute information from one or more alternative detectors, or will use
substitute decision-making logic. Some examples of these procedures may clarify what is done.

a) Current ‘smoothed flow’ estimate: Once per cycle, the X-detector counts are used to update an
exponentially-smoothed3 average flow for each lane. If the X-detector is suspect, the counts from
the IN-detector, or less commonly an OUT-detector, on the same lane may be substituted.

b) Use of historical flows: If neither of the above options is suitable to produce a smoothed flow,
possibly because several detectors are suspect, MOVA will use an historical flow value which has
previously been stored in a flow matrix. This matrix saves a flow estimate for each half-hour of each
day of the week and updates it weekly if the detector is operating correctly.

MOVA thus always has a lane flow estimate for its various calculations, such as those used in the delay
and stops optimisation process.

c) Detector gap checking: During green for a link, MOVA checks for the end of saturation flow by
examining the gaps between vehicles using X-detector output(s) for the one or more lanes on the
link. If the X-detector is suspect, data from the IN-detector is used to detect link end-saturation (the
decision method is modified to take account of the more distant location of the IN-detector).

2 There are exceptions whereby, for a variety of reasons, MOVA cannot substitute for suspect detectors: the OUT-
detector is an example where MOVA has to assume that there is at least one vehicle between the X-detector and
the OUT-detector to ensure the ECO stage is called. Simple detector substitution would not achieve this.

3 Exponential smoothing is where the where n sets

the proportion of the new to average with the old

)_1()__)11((__ valuecurrent
n

valueaverageold
n

valueaveragenew +-=
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d) Alternatives to gap checking: On multi-lane links, if both X and IN detectors are unusable on one
lane, MOVA will ignore that lane and rely on other lanes on the link with functioning detectors to
indicate when the end of saturation flow takes place. In the worst case, if too many detectors on
the link are suspect, MOVA will hold the green for long enough to cope with a queue estimated to
have built-up since the end of the previous green; this queue is deduced from the current
smoothed lane flows (see (a) above) which in turn are influenced by historical data if the detectors
have been suspect for some time.

 Chattering detectors are now considered in MOVA detector checking logic, but they
are not considered ‘faulty’ as such. Rather, the ‘issue’ is logged and shown in the
MOVA messages, but the historic flow log is not updated until the issue is judged to
have been corrected. This avoids issues with the flow log being corrupted, but allows a
detector to continue working based on the assumption that it is providing reasonable
detector activations.
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16 MOVA at High-Speed Sites
There is a particular concern at high-speed sites that drivers approaching the junction may enter the
‘dilemma zone’ as the amber signal is displayed (i.e. when they are too close to stop comfortably, but
risk running the red if they don’t). Drivers must then choose (hence the dilemma) either to brake
‘heavily’ and risk being struck from behind by following vehicles, or proceed and risk crossing the stop
line during the red period following leaving amber (Webster and Ellson 1965).

MOVA has been designed for use at all types of isolated intersections, including those on the highest
speed all-purpose roads such as rural dual-carriageway Trunk roads. Various research projects have been
carried out over the years culminating in Crabtree and Kennedy, 2005 (see below). However, as with any
substantial change in traffic control, the user should monitor accident results after installation of MOVA
at a particular site to check actual performance.

16.1 Studies of Speed Assessment/ Discrimination Equipment
In an attempt to address the above problem at signals on high-speed roads, signals controlled by D-
system VA have been supplemented by either ‘speed assessment’ (SA) or ‘speed discrimination’ (SD)
equipment (Highways Agency TR2500, 2005). Despite the use of SA or SD, stage changes still often occur
at a maximum, which with the way they work, means that at least one vehicle is in the dilemma zone.

TRRL carried out a survey (Baguley and Ray, 1989) of the effectiveness of SA and SD in which the
numbers of vehicles which crossed the stop line after the onset of the red signal (‘red runners’) were
counted. Also, an assessment of hazardous incidents (‘conflicts’) was made. It was concluded that SA/SD
appeared to reduce red runners and conflicts only at junctions with low flows, and high speeds; these
were defined as approximating to sites with less than 20,000 total vehicle inflow per 10 hours
08.00-18.00, and with 85-percentile free speed during green in excess of 90km/h (56mph).

This result is consistent with the knowledge that the traffic flow on many dual-carriageways is so high
that the VA+SA/SD system extends the main road green until the maximum green time is reached on
most cycles of the signals. Only when the flow drops to a level where there are appreciable time gaps,
greater than roughly 5 seconds, between arriving vehicles (often with two dual lane main-road
approaches to be considered simultaneously), is the SA/SD system likely to gap-out before reaching an
arbitrary maximum.

16.2 Operation of MOVA at High Speed Sites
A key difference between MOVA and VA+SA/SD is that MOVA operates without speed-measuring
detection. It is important therefore to carry out the correct procedures described in Appendices C to
measure the average ‘cruise speed’ on each approach, and hence to locate the MOVA detectors correctly
- especially the IN-detectors.

As explained in Section 2.6, MOVA models free-flowing traffic to estimate the position of each vehicle as
it travels down a lane from IN-detector to X-detector to stop line (figure 12). Using these lane models,
MOVA first discounts those vehicles which are judged to be fully committed to continuing through the
junction even if the lights change to amber now; such vehicles will necessarily treat some or all of the
amber as though it were effectively green. MOVA assumes that vehicles within a specified number of
seconds from the stop line (known as GAMBER) and depending on the cruise speed are already near
enough to the stop line to continue. MOVA then examines the vehicles further upstream and considers
the benefits in reduced delay and stops if these vehicles receive an extension of the green to allow them
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to continue through the junction. It is thus important that the ‘stop-penalties’ (STOPEN) are set correctly
in the MOVA data.

MOVA is thus trading-off benefits to vehicles in the earlier part of the approach illustrated in the
example below, against disbenefits to other vehicles on approaches now receiving a red signal.

Vehicles are represented by� in the example lane model in Figure 12. Each box corresponds to a 0.5-
second cruise time.

Figure 12. An example of the MOVA lane model

Generally speaking, this translates into MOVA choosing to end green when traffic arrivals are below
average. The effectiveness of this is aided by the fact that MOVA discounts already committed vehicles
so that MOVA has a greater probability than does VA+SA/SDE of finding a gap in which to change stage.
Thus, the number of vehicles which might potentially jump the red are below average also.

In contrast, VA+SA/SD requires a complete absence of high-speed vehicles on all approach lanes
simultaneously before a gap-change can be made. Moreover, the gap on each approach has to be about
5 or 6 seconds. Continual extension of the green finally results in a maximum change when there are
expected to be at least an average number of vehicles on the approach which might potentially jump the
red, and indeed the method virtually guarantees that someone will be within the dilemma zone when
the signals change!

16.3 Comparisons of MOVA and Speed-Assessment
Performance

Surveys were carried out at two sites on major Trunk Roads, specifically to compare the numbers of ‘red-
runners’ with MOVA and with VA+SA signal control.

Results were separated into periods when the VA+SA system was frequently reaching maximum green
limits, and lighter-flow periods when gaps in the arrivals were common and the VA+SA could perform as
intended. At very low flows near to midnight, the two methods of control gave very similar results.
Otherwise, MOVA gave substantially fewer red-runners.

Note that these results were achieved with the IN-detectors located according to the rules specified in
this manual, with the cruise speed being carefully measured. At one of the sites, the cruise speed was
found to be 25ms-1 with a corresponding DIN of 205m used, though this was in 1988 at the end of a
motorway. This kind of cruise speed would be highly unlikely to exist in current conditions.

Overall, MOVA reduced red-runners by an estimated 50,000 vehicles per year per site. These numbers
represent reductions in the range of about 30-50 per cent depending on site and time of day.

Included vehiclesexcluded
vehicles

�

GAMBER

� �X

STOP LINE

IN
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16.4 MOVA safety
Research into the safety record of MOVA has been assessed, both at 19 of the 20 sites in the original
MOVA trial, and more recently at 31 ‘high-speed’ sites in England. Overall, MOVA can be considered at
least as good as D-system VA control (both at high speed and non-high-speed sites).

A further study looked again at the 31 sites that led to the above conclusion (Crabtree and Kennedy,
2005). Of those sites, 25 were studied in further detail with the quality of the MOVA data being the
subject of close scrutiny. For each of those sites, a sample of the MOVA data was measured and
compared with the data in use. A scoring system was used in assessing the quality of the data. The eight
best sites scored 5 or 6 and the remaining 17 sites 4 or less.

The overall results for personal injury accident frequency for the 25 junctions before taking the quality of
the data into consideration (Table 1) show that MOVA was slightly worse for the all-accident group, but
better for two-vehicle junction accidents. It should be noted that none of the differences were
statistically significant. Thus the result from the original 31 site trial stands, ie that is there was no
significant difference overall in safety between VA with SA/SDE and MOVA at the signal junctions
studied.

Table 1. Estimated effect of MOVA compared with VA by total accident group

Accident group Ratio of effect of MOVA to effect of
VA

All accidents

Junction accidents

Two vehicle junction accidents

1.07

1.01

0.93

In Table 1, ‘All accidents’ are defined as personal injury accidents occurring within 100m of the junction;
‘junction accidents’ are those occurring at the junction or within 20m on any of the arms; ‘two-vehicle
junction accidents’ are those occurring at the junction or within 20m on any of the arms and involving
two or more vehicles.

The group of 8 sites that had the highest scores for MOVA configuration were found that they had a
lower accident frequency under MOVA than under VA. The difference was statistically significant at the
5% level for junction accidents and for two-vehicle accidents at the junction (Table 2). The differences
were 19% for all accidents within 100m of the junction, 26% for junction accidents and 29% for two-
vehicle accidents.

Table 2. Estimated effect of MOVA compared with VA for 8 high-scoring sites

Accident group Ratio of effect of MOVA to effect
of VA

All accidents 0.81

Junction accidents 0.74*

Two vehicle junction accidents 0.71*

* Significant at the 5% level

The modelling results for the remaining group of lower scoring sites showed an increase in accident
frequency compared with VA, of 20% for all accidents within 100m of the junction, 15% for junction
accidents and 3% for two-vehicle accidents at the junction (Table 3).  The increase for ‘All accidents’ was
statistically significant at the 5% level.
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Table 3. Estimated effect of MOVA compared with VA for 17 low-scoring sites

Accident group Ratio of effect of MOVA to effect
of VA

All accidents 1.20*

Junction accidents 1.15

Two vehicle junction accidents 1.03

* Significant at the 5% level

Therefore, the quality of the MOVA configuration data was shown to have a bearing on safety. The sites
with better configurations had lower accident records than SA/SDE, while sites with poor configurations
had higher accident records.  Hence it is important to take steps to reduce the incidence of poor MOVA
configuration data.
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19  MOVA Technical Glossary
The numbered references given in this glossary refer mainly to sections or Sections of the preceding
Traffic Control Manual. References to the MOVA Data Set-up guide (Crabtree, et al 2006) are indicated
by prefix AG 45.

Associated  X-detector (see also Combination X-detector)
When a short-lane X-detector forms part of a combination X-detector for a long lane, then it is
called an associated X-detector for the long lane.  Details 9.3; exception, 11.3.

Alerts

MOVA M7 has three alerts that use thresholds set in the MOVA configuration data. Once the
thresholds are exceeded, the relevant alert is set. The alerts available are: oversaturation,
detector occupancy and exit blocking.

Bonus, Bonus green
Local carriageway widening close to the stop line (i.e. a flare) often gives a larger saturation flow
during the early part of the green than later on: this extra capacity or ‘bonus’ due to the short
lanes is equivalent to extra effective green time for the long lanes, called ‘bonus green’. The
bonus green time is the time it would otherwise take the vehicles stored in the short lanes (or
bays) to discharge on the main lane in the absence of the short lanes. References 9.3 - 9.6, 11.1,
11.2 and 11.3. Only long lanes may have a bonus.

Call/Cancel
System of detection to operate an early-cut-off stage, used mostly when opposed right-turners
share a (usually single) lane with straight ahead traffic: a detector demands (calls) the stage after
a continuous vehicle presence of typically 3 seconds, and cancels the demand after a similar
period without a detection (see 10.1).

Capacity
The rate at which the traffic in question (for example, on an approach or lane) can discharge
through the signals from a continuous queue, averaged over both red and green periods
(vehicles/hour). It is therefore a lesser value than the rate during saturated greens only
(saturation flow). It can refer to a lane, link, or whole junction.

Combination X-detector (see also Associated  X-detector)
A combination of X-detectors in one long lane plus one or two adjacent short lanes: the
combination detector is ‘on’ if any of the component X-detectors is ‘on’, or ‘off’ if they are all
‘off’. Details in 9.3; exception to normal use 11.3.

Critical gap
MOVA checks for end of saturation flow on a lane by comparing gaps between vehicles (as
measured by the ‘off’ times of the X-detector) with a pre-set ‘critical gap’ for the lane; the critical
gap is often about 3.5 seconds. Details in section 2.4. A reduced critical gap is used as a more
severe criterion in the circumstances explained in 2.7.5.

Cruise speed
The cruise speed is about the 15th percentile of the free-flow speed distribution, based upon
only those vehicles which approach the signals during green after the queue has cleared.
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Cycle time
Usually considered to be the time between successive starts of stage 1 green.

‘D-system’ VA
The standard method for control of isolated signals in the UK prior to MOVA - see TR 2500.

Delay
Extra time (seconds) taken to pass through a junction when a vehicle is forced to slow down or
stop, compared with an uninterrupted free passage at free speed. Total delay on an approach
per period in vehicle-hours/hour is equivalent to the mean queue (vehicles).

Detector
See Vehicle detector

Early-cut-off
A sequence of two stages designed to cater for right-turning traffic in which the right-turners are
opposed in the first-stage and unopposed in the second (ie the right turners benefit from an
early cut off of the opposing traffic.)

Error log
This is an area of battery-backed Random Access Memory (RAM) which contains up to 100 error
messages. The messages are entered in the log by MOVA when error conditions occur.

End-saturation
For a single lane, this is the time during a green when MOVA judges saturation flow to have
ended. A link reaches end-saturation as soon as any one lane on the link reaches this state. A
stage reaches end-saturation when all ‘relevant links’ have so ended. Further details in 2.4, 2.5,
2.7.5, 9.2 and 9.3.

Fixed-time stage
A stage of pre-set fixed duration for which, in MOVA, the minimum and maximum greens are
specified equal.  The influence which a fixed-time stage has on the choice of ‘relevant’ links is
explained in 2.4.

Flags
These are variables held in battery-backed RAM that are used as indicators to the MOVA
software. They can generally be checked and set or reset by the engineer.

Gap
The duration of the detector ‘off’ time between successive ‘on’ signals from successive vehicles.

Hurry Call
This is an option on traffic signal Controllers, which can be used to force the signals, as quickly as
possible, to a certain stage. They can be used to reduce the delay to buses or the emergency
services. This, and similar facilities, must be inhibited when MOVA is in operation.

IN-detector
The name given to the first detector which traffic crosses on approaching the junction; the IN-
detector is usually sited about 8 seconds cruise time before the stop line. References 5.1 5.2 5.3
2.6 11.2 11.3 11.4 15.216.2. Detector siting details in Appendix B.
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IN-sink detector
A detector which counts traffic leaving a lane after crossing the IN-detector, but before crossing
the X-detector. Details 9.3, 11.2, 11.3, and Appendix B.

Interstage
The period between the end of  green for one stage and the start of  green for the subsequent
stage. A stage is deemed to be green only when all its constituent phases are receiving a green
signal; the interstage begins as soon as any phase loses right of way, and ends only after all
phases due to receive green in the new stage have turned green.

Lane (long or short)
A lane in MOVA must have an X-detector: short bays which are too short to have an X-detector
are not considered as lanes. A ‘long lane’ has both IN- and X-detectors, while a ‘short lane’ has
only an X-detector. Details in 5.2. Long lanes without IN detectors can exist, although prior to
MOVA M5 their use was rare.

Late-release
A sequence of two stages designed to cater for right-turning traffic in which the right-turners are
unopposed in the first stage and opposed in the second. Details in 10.2.

Limit cycle
At a few junctions it may be desirable to limit the cycle at which MOVA will operate, especially
under over-saturated conditions. Details in 2.7 and 9.

Link (traffic or pedestrian)
A group of 1, 2, or 3 adjacent lanes on which traffic forms a combined queue; the lane queues
must clear at roughly the same time during the green, and the lanes must be part of the same
phase. Pedestrians who must demand their green-man signal by means of pedestrian push-
buttons, must be represented by a link in MOVA.  Details in 6.1, and 6.2; examples in Appendix A.

Lost-time
The time lost to traffic while changing from stage to stage through one full cycle, plus any time
given to pedestrian stages. Reference section 2.7 and 13.3; data specification in AG 45 (link data
Section 3.8 LOSTIM)

MOVA Comm
This program handles communications between the MOVA equipment and an IBM compatible
PC, via both the front panel port and the public switched telephone network. Also called
MOVAC, MCOM and MTCCOMM

MOVA Setup
The TRL program that has been developed to aid the engineer in generating MOVA site data.

Occupancy
In MOVA terms this is defined as the mean ‘on’ time per detector per vehicle. This occupancy is
averaged over the X and IN detectors used by MOVA at a junction. Results show that this
occupancy can often be used as a proxy for delay.

On control
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This refers to the state when the MOVA strategy is activated and changing stages at the junction.
Stage force demand signal will be present on the UTC interface and the UTC LED will be
illuminated on the side panel of the Controller.

OUT-detector
A detector located immediately before the stop line to control operation of an early-cut-off stage
sequence.  References 10.1, 10.2 and 15.2.

Over-saturation
The condition when a lane is left with a significant queue at the end of green. Defined 2.7.1; ref
2.8, 2.7.2, 2.7.4, 2.7.5, 9.4 and 9.6, Appendix B, and AG 45 (reference OSATCC, OSATTM,
LANEWF)

Performance index
The net result of delay and weighted stops savings for traffic benefiting from a green extension,
minus extra delays suffered by traffic having to wait longer. Reference Section  2.6. Further
details of the optimisation process are given in RR 279.

Phase
A group of one or more traffic or pedestrian links which always receive identical signal light
indications, are said to belong to a particular phase of the signals. Elsewhere, and occasionally in
MOVA Application Guides, it is used alternatively to mean the signal indications displayed to the
group of links.

Relevant link
A link which will lose right of way, or will receive only a fixed-time green, if the signals change to
the next demanded stage. References 2.5, and 2.6.

Saturation flow
The average flow rate across the stop line which occurs when traffic discharges from a
continuous queue during the green time; usually expressed in vehicles/hour of green time.

Saturation flow log

In MOVA M6 and M7 the saturation flow is measured by MOVA and the results logged. In MOVA
M6 the log is a simple exponentially smoothed average. In MOVA M7 the log is divided into
periods and the measurements undergo a statistical analysis. The results can be fed back and
used by MOVA.

Short link
A link which has no long lanes; on such a short link, the short lanes are therefore classed as main
lanes for various purposes in MOVA. Reference AG 45 (SHORTL).

Sinks
 See IN-sink and X-sink.

Site (configuration) data
This is a file of between 1,250 and 5,200 items of data (depending on MOVA version) that are
different for each site. They are generated using the MOVA Setup  program and downloaded into
the MOVA unit.

Stage
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A group of one or more traffic and/or pedestrian phases (and hence links) which receive a green
signal during a particular period of the cycle, are said to belong to a particular stage of the
signals; a link may receive green during more than one stage, and hence, if the stages are
consecutive, during the interstage period between them. Examples Appendix A, Figure A1b.

Stop line demand detector
A detector installed immediately before the stop line to provide a demand in case vehicles turn
into the approach without crossing the X-detector. References  11.4 and Appendix B.

Traffic Management Act (TMA) Logs
MOVA M7 has a set of logs that replace the Assessment log of previous versions. They are
designed to assist traffic managers in their duty to monitor and assess the performance of their
junctions. See Section Error! Reference source not found. for details.

Two-part end-saturation check
A special check for end of saturation flow, using both the X- and IN-detectors. Details 2.4.

UTC-interface
The Urban Traffic Control interface is a standard piece of equipment that will connect to any UK
traffic signal Controller. It allows stage/phase confirmations to be output from, and stage force
signals to be input to the Controller. By using a standard UTC interface the MOVA system can be
connected successfully to any UK signal Controller. The UTC interface can also pass other signals
such as the RTC bit and detector status.

VA
Vehicle Actuation; see ‘D’ system VA’

Vehicle detector
For MOVA these are most commonly loops of wire cut into the road in each lane which act as
inductive sensors. These are connected to special electronic equipment that detects the change
in inductance as a vehicle passes over the loop (usually by detecting a frequency shift), and
changes the level of an output which is held ‘on’ when the vehicle is over the loop.

Warm-up cycle
When the MOVA equipment is restarted, the MOVA strategy monitors for at least one cycle
while initialising variables, etc. This is called the warm-up cycle.

X-detector
The detector located in each lane so as (ideally) to give a 3.5 second cruise time from detector to
stop line. This detector is often sited at about 40m before the stop line in urban areas, and is
therefore called the ‘X-detector’ by analogy with the similarly placed D-system detector.

X-sink detector
A detector which counts traffic leaving a lane after it has crossed and been counted by the X-
detector (and the IN-detector if there is one on the lane). The X-sink detector is used particularly
to count traffic making unsignalled free left-turns or other situations where vehicles crossing an
X-detector need to be excluded from MOVA’s calculations.
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Appendix A. Examples of the relationship
between Lanes & Links
A.1 Separate links for lanes with different green indications

Figure A1(a)   Relationship between lanes and links

Figure A1(b)  Stages controlling the T-junction in Figure A1(a)

For the approach illustrated in Figure A1a, consider the case when the approach receives green during
two stages as shown in Figure A1b. In this example, the two right-turn lanes receive green during stage 3
only, whereas the one left-turn lane receives green during both stage 2 and 3.

Thus, for MOVA, lane 1 must be on a separate link from lanes 2 and 3.

A similar situation occurs on approaches where the near-side lane may receive a filter green arrow
before the green stage catering for the approach as a whole. In such cases, the near-side lane should be
on a separate link even though the filter may or may not be shown in any particular cycle.

A.2 When to Combine Two or Three Lanes on a Single Link
Considering further the example in Figures A1a and A1b, the next decision is whether lanes 2 and 3
comprise a single link or not. Since either of these lanes is equally usable by right-turning traffic, the
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queues on the two lanes should be approximately equal in length; all the traffic may therefore be
considered as forming a common link queue, albeit formed-up on two lanes.  Thus, lanes 2 and 3 both
comprise the single link 2 because both lanes receive the same green signal and their queues are
essentially components of a single queue.

Figure A2  Combining lanes with different turning movements on a single link

A similar, but slightly more complex, situation is shown in Figure A2. Assuming that both lanes shown in
Figure A2 receive identical green signals, and that the right-turning traffic is unopposed during the whole
of the green, then it is probably reasonable to combine both lanes 1 and 2 onto a single link. The
reasoning is as follows: although right-turning traffic must use lane 2 and left-turning traffic must use
lane 1, straight-ahead traffic may use either lane; since straight-ahead traffic is usually dominant, this
traffic will, by choosing the shorter queue, be able to balance the queues in the two lanes. Thus, the
queues in the two lanes are, again, essentially components of a single queue and can be represented by
a single link.

A.3 Separate Links for Lanes with the Same Green but
Different Length Queues

If the directional arrow road markings for lane 2 in Figure A2 restricted use of this lane to right-turning
traffic, then it would not be reasonable to assume that the queues in the two lanes would be
approximately equal. Consequently, each lane would be represented by a separate link.

There is another situation which would require two separate links to represent the approach in Figure
A2. This occurs if the right-turn traffic from lane 2 receives identical green indications to those for lane 1
but is prevented (for at least part of the green time) from turning freely due to a flow of opposing traffic.
Once again, it would be unlikely that the queues in the two lanes would be similar, since straight-on
traffic would often avoid lane 1 if it were blocked by opposed right-turning vehicles. Discharge from the
two lanes would often be dissimilar and could not be considered as coming from a common single-link
queue.
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Appendix B. Detector Location and
Installation Guide
B.1 Basic Design Requirements
At the time of writing, the vehicle detector most likely to provide information suitable for MOVA
control and also be environmentally acceptable in the UK is the inductive loop buried in the
carriageway. An exception is stop line demand detectors, where above-ground detectors may be
acceptable.

There are alternatives becoming available using different technologies. It is suggested that users
contact the detector manufacturers in the first instance for further information. However, be
aware that, as yet, TRL have not been in a position to confirm satisfactory operation of any above-
ground detection, or any alternative below ground alternatives that are now available.

The vehicle detector loops required for MOVA control consist, basically, of one per lane at
approximately 3.5 seconds cruise time + 5 metres from each stop line and one per lane at
approximately 8-seconds cruise time from each stop line. The former are referred to as ‘X-
detectors’ and the latter as ‘IN- detectors’. The detection of a vehicle when it passes over a loop is
based on an inductive coupling between the two, resulting in a voltage/current phase shift in the
loop. The strongest coupling occurs when a vehicle crosses the loop perimeter. It is partly for this
reason that a diamond shaped loop is normally specified for MOVA, since a vehicle will cross as
much of the perimeter as possible as it travels along the road. An equally important advantage of
the diamond shape is that it minimises the spread of the magnetic field across the road, so that
vehicles in adjacent lanes will not be detected.

The area of the loop should be as great as possible consistent with other constraints. This will
maximise the inductance of the loop relative to that of its feeder, and increase the reliability of
detections. Loops less than about 0.8 square metres have been found to suffer from a number of
detection problems, even with very short feeders. To allow a reasonable safety margin, it is
strongly recommended that loops smaller than 1.0 square metres should not be used. Even loops
of this small size should only be used when no alternative larger design is practical.

For the smallest recommended loop (1 square metre) the feeder length should not exceed 75
metres. If necessary, this length can be increased proportionately for larger loops. The loop
feeders should be as short as possible for three main reasons:-

1) so that the inductance of the feeder is as small as possible in relation to that of the
loop itself

2) to minimise capacitance changes in the feeder due to moisture and other
environmental factors, and hence minimise any resulting detector unreliability

3) the longer the feeder the greater the risk of damage somewhere along its length. This
may lead to unreliable operation which could easily go unnoticed for some time.
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B.2 Positioning of Loops along the Junction Approaches
MOVA is designed in the knowledge that the variability of approach speeds for freely-flowing
traffic is seldom great. In consequence, MOVA makes no use of speed-measuring detectors, but is
set up for a specified ‘cruise speed’ which is appropriate for each approach lane and is fixed when
the site data is generated (Crabtree and Henderson, 2008). Once the cruise speed for each lane is
known, detectors can be sited.   See Error! Reference source not found..

The table below gives a guide as to what cruise speeds to expect for given speed limits. It is not
intended to allow estimates of cruise speed to be made in the absence of measured values; rather
it is to allow judgement as to whether the cruise speed obtained by measurement are sensible or
not.

The following Sections first describe the location of X and IN detector loops for the more common
urban situations with relatively slow traffic speeds. Section C4 then explains how to choose the
positions for such loops at higher speed suburban or rural sites. Locations of other detector types
(OUT-detectors, SINK-detectors, etc) are then dealt with in the remaining Sections of this
Appendix.

It is recommended that X- and IN-detectors for adjacent lanes on an approach are installed side-
by-side as shown in figures in this Guide. This is desirable even when traffic using the adjacent
lanes is travelling at different cruise speeds. Usually, the stop line to detector distances should be
set to standard values for the faster lane(s); the slower lane detector would then be sited at the
same distance, resulting in a longer cruise time than standard (i.e. longer than 3.5s for X-dets or
8.0s for IN-dets).

Rarely, special site conditions such as staggered stop lines or extreme differences in lane speeds,
may lead the user to adopt detector siting which does not conform to the usual side-by-side
positioning. This may be acceptable, provided lane-switching is unlikely, as this might result in
vehicles being detected twice or not at all.* At urban sites, where traffic discharge may be
sporadically disrupted, the maximum recommended X-detector distance is 45 metres from the
stop line.

On curved approaches such as those at roundabouts, the detectors should still be placed adjacent to
each other, but this will of course result in different distances to the stop line due to the curvature.
*10 seconds is an ABSOLUTE maximum that must NEVER be exceeded, except in MOVA M8 where the
limit is 25 seconds, though the aim would still be to have them located as suggested above.
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Speed
limit

Likely cruise
speed range
at junctions

(m/s)

Likely cruise
speed range
at crossings

(m/s)

X-detector
distance at
junctions*

(m)

X-detector
distance at
crossings*

(m)

IN-detector
distance at
junctions

(m)

IN-detector
distance at
crossings**

(m)

6 – 8 7 – 9 25 – 35 35 – 40 45 – 70 45 - 60

7 – 10 8 – 11 25 – 40 35 – 45 50 – 80 50 – 65

8 – 12 10 – 14 30 – 45 40 – 45 60 – 100 60 – 70

10 – 14 12 – 16 35 – 45 40 – 45 80 – 115 70 - 110

11 – 15 N/A 40 – 50 40 – 50 85 – 125 N/A

13 – 18 N/A 40 – 50 40 – 50 90 - 145 N/A

* Add 5m if using on a long lane without IN-detectors (Compact MOVA)

** IN detectors at crossings are placed closer than at junctions to avoid giving traffic RoW for too long. Ensure changes
are still safe at higher speeds during validation.

Figure 19-1:  Look-up table indicating approximate MOVA detector locations for guidance.

Note that Locations can vary quite significantly from those above without MOVA operation being
unduly affected.
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L

B.3 Detector Locations for Slow-Speed Sites

Figure 19-2: Choice between one or two 'IN – detectors'
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B.4 X-detectors (standard MOVA)
Generally, the X-detectors should be placed so as to give an average cruise time between the
detector and the stop line of about 3.5 seconds. This allows some decisions to end the green to
occur just as a vehicle crosses the stop line. For urban sites, therefore, the centre of the
X-detector loop is located as follows: allow 5m for the length of a vehicle; then, add the distance
corresponding to the 3.5s cruise time. However, where physical constraints prevent installing
loops within this range, detectors installed in the range 30-45 metres will provide acceptable
MOVA control.

It is important that the traffic arriving at the stop line corresponds as much as possible with that
passing over the X-detector loops. This means that, wherever possible, the loops should be
positioned downstream of any major traffic ‘source’ or ‘sink’ (e.g. busy side roads, car parks or
factory exits).

Furthermore, X-detectors should if possible be installed sufficiently far downstream that traffic
emerging from a ‘source’ has already positioned itself into appropriate lanes. In the case of traffic
‘sinks’ it may be necessary to install additional detectors.

B.5 X-detectors (Compact MOVA)
Please see Error! Reference source not found..

B.6 IN-detectors
In-detectors are used to provide more advanced information than the X-detectors concerning
numbers of queuing vehicles and future traffic arrivals at the stop line. They are also used to
determine when the lane is over saturated. They should generally be located as follows: allow 5m
for the length of a vehicle; then, add the distance corresponding to a standard cruise time of 8
seconds. Normally, therefore, in urban conditions the loop(s) will be about 85-100 metres before
the stop line, with 10-12 m/s cruise speeds. Compared with the X-detectors, there is greater
scope for altering the distance; an overall range of 60-110 metres is probably acceptable for
normal urban speeds, but the cruise time must never exceed 10.0 seconds.

There are three principal reasons why it may be desirable to alter the positioning:-

1) There should, if possible, be no major traffic ‘sinks’ or ‘sources’ between these loops and
the X-detector loops. The IN-detector loops can be brought closer to the stop line to
achieve this aim. Where traffic emerges from a source into a multi-lane approach, the
detectors should ideally be placed far enough downstream so that vehicles emerging
from the source have joined the appropriate lane.

2) It is desirable that there should be little or no parking in the vicinity of the loops. See
Parking and Bus Stops on the Junction Approaches.

3) There may be a choice between one or two IN-detectors (see Figure 19-2). This may be
due to width changes, or to parking which occurs at (say) 100 metres but not at 75
metres. These two options will give slightly different methods of MOVA control and it is
not fully clear which is preferable. The difference in control between the two options
mainly relates to the ‘bonus green’ calculation applied to the approach in question. (For
details of ‘bonus green’ see Section 6). With Option 1, a suitably large ‘bonus green’
allows MOVA to positively impose short-cycle control on the junction to clear over
saturation on this approach. With Option 2 this feature would not be available; MOVA
would usually end the green after the two lane discharge had finished. This would itself
tend to induce short-cycle control but would lack positive control over the green times on
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the other stages. In conclusion, Option 1 (Figure 19-2) is probably to be preferred, but
Option 2 will produce satisfactory MOVA control unless priority must be given to clearing
this approach when over saturated, by means of short-cycle control. However, items 1.
and 2. above are probably more important in choosing the location of the loop(s).

In the case of a signalled arm of a junction carrying only trivial amounts of traffic (say less than
100 vehicles/hour), the IN-detector can be omitted. Such a detector would almost never be used
for detecting over saturation (normally one of its main functions) and the early prediction of
traffic arrivals would not be of sufficient benefit to justify their installation cost on such a trivial
approach. In a few cases, such approaches may need a stop line demand detector (see Stop line
Demand Detectors).

Wherever possible, the lane markings at the X-detector position should be extended back to the
IN-detector position, even if this results in narrow lanes (a reasonable minimum lane width is
normally about 2.25-2.5 metres at the IN-detector point). This will tend to increase the efficiency
of the junction, regardless of the signal control strategy in use. Failing this, the approach should
be divided into as many lanes as possible.

For every lane at the IN-detector point, the road markings should show into which lane(s) it feeds
at the X-detector point, in order for MOVA to operate properly. There should therefore be
continuous lane lines marked between the two points as illustrated earlier in Figure 19-2.

At sites with low speed approaches it may be acceptable, or even desirable, to do away with the
IN-detectors and let the ‘Compact MOVA’ facilities deal with the alternative configuration Issues
to consider when deciding whether to omit IN-detectors on an approach include:

§ Whether the approach is minor. If so, an IN-detector is less likely to provide a significant
improvement in junction performance;

§ The cost and difficulty of providing ducting for the IN-detector;
§ The cost and difficulty of installing and maintaining the IN-detector;
§ Difficulty in siting the IN-detector, for instance because of parked cars.

B.7 Detector Location at Higher-Speed Suburban or Rural
Sites

Although the basic cruise times of 3.5s between X-detector and stop line and 8.0s between IN-
detector and stop line are still desirable for some elements of MOVA, other considerations apply
at the higher speed sites, and compromises must be made in X-detector siting.

X-detectors

In many cases, the X-detector distance (DX) should be limited to no further than 45m before the
stop line. If the 3.5s rule was strictly adhered to at high speed sites, DX could be excessive and the
minimum-green calculated by MOVA, which is designed to clear vehicles queued between the
X-detector and stop line, will also be excessive and tend to restrict the flexibility of the control.
Very large DX distances may also result in a greater probability of lane switching after vehicles
have crossed the X-detector. At a few sites, neither of these considerations may be important,
and DX can then be increased. The type of approach where this may be feasible is on a main
arterial road with good lane discipline, where traffic will consistently receive a large proportion of
the green during the cycle and hence a long minimum-green is acceptable. Large DX distances are
less suitable at junctions where approaches widen-out to give extra lanes near to the junction;
this may result in short-cycle control by MOVA, and long minimum-greens would be an
undesirable constraint.
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IN-detectors

Even at higher speed sites, the IN-detector should be located to give the normal 8.0s cruise time.
On some dual-carriageway approaches, cruise speeds may be about 20 m/s  (72 km/h),  or very
rarely up to 25 m/s   (90 km/h); IN-detector distances may therefore be up to 165m or (rarely) up
to 205m (allowing 5m for the length of a vehicle as in Figure 19-2).

Note that although the current trend is to keep the cruise speeds low, possibly well below the 15th

percentile specified, it may be that, at high speed sites, a genuine 15th percentile speed should be
used, even if it seems quite high. This comment stems from the early trials of MOVA, where it was
used at two high speed sites. The first being a junction on the old Winchester by-pass (now the
M3) and the second at the end of the M40 when it terminated just outside Oxford. The Oxford
site had cruise speeds on one approach of 25ms-1 with corresponding IN-detectors placement at
205m FSL. The result was a 50% reduction in red-running as compared with a correctly functioning
SA with System D. The Winchester site produced a saving of 35%. Such results may not be
repeated if the cruise speeds and detector placement are set too conservatively on the very high
speed sites.

B.8 ‘OUT-detectors’

Figure 19-3: An 'OUT – detector' for right turning traffic

A common facility for right turning traffic is known in the U.K. as an ‘early cut off’. MOVA uses an
unconventional method of control, for which an OUT-detector is required. This is normally
centred about 1 metre before the stop line (See Figure C5). The existence of a demand for the
free right-turn (RT) stage is determined by the X-detector counting arrivals and the OUT-detector
counting traffic departures. Providing this indicates the existence of a queue of more than
(usually) two vehicles upstream of the stop line (including the one sitting on the detector) the free
RT stage will be demanded. It is assumed by MOVA that any traffic ahead of the OUT-detector has
either cleared the junction or will be able to do so during the subsequent intergreen period; in
situations where this is often not the case, it may be necessary to install a standard all-red
extension detector, which would operate independently of MOVA. Control of intergreen periods
is carried out by the standard signal controller; MOVA simply waits until the demanded stage
receives green.

B.9 Traffic ‘Sink’ Detectors
Road layouts exist where significant amounts of traffic leave the approach to the junction either
between the ‘IN-detector’ and the ‘X-detector’ or between the ‘X-detector’ and the stop line. This
may be into a side road, for instance, or into a slip road or short bay at the stop line. Ideally the
main detectors should be positioned to avoid this (e.g. by moving the IN-detectors closer to the

Stop line
X
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stop line). In cases where this is not possible there may be advantages in installing additional
loops to act as traffic ‘sink’ detectors.

B.10 Stop line Demand Detectors

In certain situations it may be possible for a vehicle to become ‘trapped’ at a stop line with no
demand for a green signal having been registered. There are three main ways in which this can
occur:-

1) there may be a traffic ‘source’ between the X-detector and the stop line

2) a vehicle may have failed to clear the junction during a green period when it was assumed
to have done so (for example, by stalling between the X-detector and the stop line)

3) a vehicle may not have been detected when it passed over the X-detector. This can
occasionally happen with bicycles if they follow a particular path over the loop.

Such situations will not normally be a significant problem since other traffic will have already
demanded the appropriate stage, or will soon do so. However, in the (rare) case of a trivial
approach having its own stage, a vehicle may have to wait a long time before other traffic arrives
to demand the stage. This could also occur on any approach, at times when traffic flows generally
are slight, as in the early hours of the morning.

In such circumstances the cost of installing a stop line demand detector may be justified. Since the
sole function of this detector is to initiate a demand for the link and hence for an appropriate
stage, it is recommended that a single loop be used, covering all of the approach lanes at the stop
line. Any type of detector which is able to detect all vehicles (especially bicycles) arriving at the
stop line would be suitable. For multi-lane approaches the ‘V’ shape can be used where the total
width from kerb to centre line is less than about 9 metres (regardless of the number of lanes), as
shown in the figure above. On wider approaches it is advisable to alter the ‘V’ progressively to
form a ‘zigzag’ shaped loop, to prevent it from extending too far back from the stop line. The
detector unit for such stop line demand detectors will usually be set to higher sensitivity than that
used for the normal loops, to ensure that all vehicles are detected including bicycles.

B.11 Lateral Placement of Loops in Relation to Lane
Markings

The normal situation
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Figure 19-4: Lateral position of loops in relation to lanes

Individual traffic lanes on the approaches to signals may vary in width from about 2.25 metres to
about 4.5 metres. On multi lane approaches however the greatest capacity is usually obtained
with a large number of narrow lanes rather than fewer wide lanes.   The figure above illustrates
the design and typical dimensions of part of a MOVA-controlled junction, where each lane is wide
enough for standard diamond-shaped loops. This shows that some dimensions for loop size or
location are held approximately constant, while others can be varied as required to cater for
different lane widths.

1) The loop length in the direction of travel should be 1.6-1.7 metres. This will provide
adequate detector ‘on’ times, while still allowing the detector to indicate an ‘off’ between
closely following vehicles; there is also a high probability that a stationary queue will be
detected by a vehicle queuing over the loop.

2) Loops should be cut as close to the kerb or central reserve as the quality of the road
surface and the cutting machinery permit (usually 0.4m); this will minimise the chance of
missing vehicles such as motor-cycles or bicycles. As there is no adjacent lane in these
cases, there will be no risk of detecting unwanted vehicles. In addition this will maximise
the size of the loop, which is desirable.

3) On multi-lane approaches, detectors in adjacent lanes should be separated by about 1.6
metres (0.8 metres either side of the lane line). This separation is chosen as a
compromise between missing straddling vehicles altogether if the separation is too large,
and double-counting if it is too small. The effect is that counting errors due to straddlers
are minimised.

4) Loops adjacent to the of carriageway centre line of a two way road should be set inside
the line by about 0.6 metres. The measured centre of the road should be used where
there is no line. The gap is intended to prevent opposing-flow traffic from triggering the
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detector. In extreme cases it may be necessary to increase the gap or to install uni-
directional detectors.

An example of where space is limited

Figure 19-5: Loop for use in confined space (narrow lane)

Figure 19-6:  Loop for use in confined space (adjacent to kerb)

In some cases, the lanes on the approach to a junction may be too narrow at the appropriate
location to accommodate an adequately sized diamond-shaped loop, while keeping to the
requirements for spacing between loops and a minimum loop area of 1.0 square metres. This
restriction usually occurs where an approach widens towards the stop line and the lane markings
start a long way back where the road is relatively narrow. Such difficulties can usually be
overcome by modifying the shape of the loop to one of the types shown in the figures above.

The loop shown in Figure 19-5 is larger in area than the equivalent diamond within the same
available space. It is an elongated hexagonal shape 1.75 metres in the direction of travel. There is
a limit to how far one should go with this type of loop reshaping, because the result eventually
approaches a rectangle, which is not desirable for a MOVA loop. No hard and fast rules can be
given, but it is suggested that the central section should not exceed 0.3 metres. This will allow a
loop only 0.9 metres wide (across the road) and 1.75 metres (in the direction of travel) to be used.

The loop shown in Figure 19-6 can be used where there is no closely adjacent traffic stream to
one side of the loop. This applies, in particular, next to a footpath, central reserve or traffic island.
A flat side to the loop would normally result in unwanted detections of vehicles travelling close to
the loop in an adjacent lane, but this is not a problem next to a kerb. Again, this loop is larger in
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area than an equivalent diamond fitted into the same overall space, yet it conforms to the
important dimensional requirements.

Regardless of these possibilities for modifying the loop shape, there may nevertheless be
occasions when it is impossible to fit a loop into a lane at the required location (while maintaining
all the dimensional requirements previously outlined). There is then some scope for reducing the
separation between loops and lane markings by up to 0.2 metre, providing that it is not done to
adjacent loops (i.e. the spacing between adjacent loops shall never fall below 1.4 metres).
However, such cases should be regarded as exceptional.

It is unlikely that such a narrow lane would carry a separate stream of traffic and thereby require
its own loop. In such cases it may be feasible to install the loops in a position where the lanes are
wider. However, it is important to note that a set of loops at a particular location should be side
by side, so that lane-swapping vehicles are not missed or double counted. The scope for altering
the location of loops along the road has been outlined in Section B.2.

Figure 19-7: Loop installation on an extra-wide lane

In some rare cases, at a loop location site, there may be a lane wide enough for two streams of
traffic even though only one lane is marked. If the traffic does, in fact, form two streams at any
time during the day, then it will be necessary to install separate loops for each. Ideally the lane
lines should be altered to mark out the narrow lanes as far back as necessary from the stop line. If
this is not done, but the lane eventually becomes two marked lanes closer to the stop line (see
figure above) then it is desirable that the loops should be situated as close as possible to the two
marked lanes, where lane discipline will be better. The positioning of the two loops inside one
wide lane is rather critical in these situations. It is particularly important that the gap between
them should be at least 1.6 metres, as there are no lane markings which would deter traffic from
straddling the two loops. The maximum gap should be 1.8 metres to prevent too many vehicles
from being missed by passing between the two loops. It may often be necessary to use the types
of loops for confined spaces as shown in Figure 19-5 and Figure 19-6.

B.12 Detector Settings

B.12.1 Sensitivity
Using the layout and spacing of loops outlined in the previous sections, it is recommended that
the detector units should be set to medium sensitivity (approx. 0.1% inductance change to
generate a detect signal). If this is done, vehicles should be detected as required, and straddling
vehicles will be detected as belonging to one lane or the other - not both.

Kerbside loops are positioned as close as possible to the kerb, mainly to aid the detection of
bicycles. Nevertheless, the occasional bicycle may be missed, depending on its exact path over the
loop. It is not acceptable to increase the sensitivity of the detector units in an attempt to ensure
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that no bicycle is ever undetected - there would then be a risk of over counting large HGVs and
lane-straddling cars. At most sites the occasional missed bicycle will not be a problem because
other traffic will produce stage demands before, or very soon after, the bicycle has reached the
stop line. However if it is considered that the occasional undetected bicycle when there is very
little other traffic (e.g. late at night) would be a serious problem, a stop line demand detector can
be installed (see Section B.10). Such stop line demand detectors are, unlike all the other MOVA
detectors, normally set to high sensitivity (approx. 0.01-0.05% inductance change to give a detect
signal) to maximise the likelihood of successfully detecting any vehicle.

B.12.2 Presence time
If a detector unit remains ‘ON’ for more than a certain time it can reasonably be assumed that
either a vehicle is parked on the loop or that there has been some environmental drift causing the
detector to go out of tune. When this happens a detector unit will re-tune itself to the ‘OFF’ state
and will thereafter detect vehicles passing over the loop. The length of time that the detector has
to remain ‘ON’ before it will automatically re-tune is referred to as the presence time, and can
normally be set to one of several values.

The presence time must be kept as short as possible, to correct quickly for environmental drift
and parked vehicles. However, the over-riding consideration is that the presence time must be
long enough such that a stationary vehicle in a queue will continue to be detected as required;
the detector must not re-tune too soon. For this reason, it is recommended that the presence
time be set to about twice the longest expected cycle time. It is unlikely that a queued vehicle
would remain stationary on a loop for longer than this time period. The presence time must, at
the very least, be longer than the longest cycle time to allow MOVA to flag detectors ‘suspect’.
See Error! Reference source not found..)
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B.13 Parking and Bus Stops on the Junction Approaches

Figure 19-8: Installation of loops where parking occurs

The detectors in MOVA have two main functions - to count vehicles and to indicate vehicle
presence and hence the existence of queues. Ideally, therefore, loops should be located to avoid
popular parking places while, at the same time, having a high probability that a vehicle in a queue
will stop on the loop. As mentioned previously, there is some flexibility in where loops can be
installed along an approach; this can be used to avoid some parking problems, particularly in the
case of IN-detectors. Sometimes vehicles may park not on the loops themselves, but immediately
before or after them. The detector outputs in this case are even more difficult to interpret
sensibly than in the case of a vehicle parking on the loop. The following methods can be used to
minimise the problems of vehicles parking on or near the loops:-

For X-detectors, which are relatively near to the stop line, it will often be possible to inhibit
parking by means of waiting and loading restrictions. These would normally be highly desirable for
any form of signal control, since vehicles parked close to the junction will reduce capacity, often
seriously, and will increase delays.

For IN-detectors it may be less reasonable to use waiting restrictions to prevent parking, due to
their remoteness from the signals. It may, therefore, be necessary to simply accept that the
nearside IN-detector on a multi-lane approach will not always function as normal. Often, on
approaches having a single wide lane at the IN-detector point, the presence or absence of parking
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may affect the single lane flow very little; however, a vehicle parking on the loop will corrupt the
information supplied to MOVA. It is advisable therefore to consider whether any of the options
shown in Figure 19-8 is feasible. An alternative at low speed sites is simple to convert the
approach to a Compact MOVA approach and do away with the IN-detector (but see the advice on
X-detector placement).

If parking is virtually continuous, then an IN-detector in the free-flow part of the carriageway may
be suitable. If parking is only occasional, it may be better to position the detector loop alongside a
minor driveway, where vehicles are unlikely to park, providing that when vehicles are queuing
they do not leave a large gap at that point to provide easy access.

In addition to avoiding regular parking places, the loops should ideally avoid bus stops (unless
these have their own lay- by). If a loop is placed such that a bus stops on it, or such that traffic
does not pass over it when the bus is stopped, then MOVA will not operate at optimum efficiency
during this time. The scale of the problem produced by a bus stop obviously depends on how
often buses use it, and on how long they stop.

Consideration sometimes needs to be given to the effects of parking/bus stops etc. on the
opposite side of the road. Vehicles leaving the junction (particularly HGVs) have to move out
towards the centre of the road to pass parked vehicles or stopped buses, and may operate a loop
intended to detect traffic approaching the junction. It may be necessary to locate the loop further
from the centre-of-carriageway line than the normal or the use of a uni-directional detector
should be considered.

B.14 Pre-Installation Site Survey
Before deciding finally on the positioning of detector loops, it is important to carry out an on-site
survey during several different periods of the working day (on several days if possible). This is to
ensure that vehicle detection on the loops will provide an accurate guide of traffic that will arrive
at the stop line taking particular note of important traffic ‘sources’ or ‘sinks’ on the approaches.
One should note the path taken by vehicles as they pass the proposed detector points, and ensure
that the traffic will pass over the appropriate loop. In addition, one should ensure that few, if any,
unwanted detections are likely to occur (e.g. by vehicles clipping two adjacent loops as they turn
out of a side road).

There should be a minimum probability that vehicles will park on or near the loops and, in the
case of X and IN detectors, a maximum probability that queued vehicles will be stopped on them.
Loops must not be placed in ‘Keep Clear’ areas, for example, even if they are only obeyed some of
the time.

Finally, having installed the loops and detector units, one should carry out checks to ensure that
total vehicle counts at each IN-detector point correspond, approximately, to total counts at the
corresponding downstream X-detector point. This can be achieved by using the flow log.
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Appendix C. Real Time Saturation
Flow Measurement in MOVA M6
C.1 Introduction
Saturation flow measurements are essential for optimising the control of MOVA controlled
junctions.  Manual measurement of saturation flows is time consuming and flows calculated from
empirical models cannot take full account of site-specific and time-variant factors. To ease the
task of obtaining sufficiently accurate saturation flows, and algorithm for measuring them using
the X-detectors has been developed.

C.2 Computerised Real-Time Saturation Flow
Measurement

Automated saturation flow measurement addresses many of the problems with saturation flow
estimation based on empirical models and human measurements.  It is designed to provide the
following benefits:

§ More accurate and consistent saturation flow measurements, by using computer
algorithms rather than relying on human measurement;

§ Continuous measurement of saturation flow over time, providing up-to-date
measurements that reflect both short-term and long-term changes;

§ The value of continuous saturation flow data for adaptive signal control systems, junction
monitoring software, and saturation flow research;

§ Reduced cost of on-site saturation flow measurement.

C.2.1 Algorithm overview
The saturation flow measurement algorithm uses methods that are dependent on queue length
and detector position.  The two methods are described as the ‘long-queue’ method and the
‘short-queue’ method. MOVA automatically decides whether the long-queue method is viable for
any given cycle, which, in theory, should be the more accurate and is generally preferred.

Two detector positions are catered for: detectors positioned at the stop line, where human
measurements of saturation flow are traditionally made, and the X-detectors, which must be
positioned within 50m of the stop line.

Where there is a suitable stop line detector, then data from that detector is used for estimating
saturation flow in preference to detectors positioned further upstream.  This method undertakes
a conventional measurement of saturation flow, counting vehicles crossing the stop line detector
at saturation flow and measuring the total time taken for them to discharge. Detectors positioned
at the stop line can also measure the start-up lost-time (STLOST). However, for stop line detectors
to be able to measure saturation flow, their dimensions and sensitivity must be such that they can
count reliably, and do not span 2 or more lanes. MOVA automatically uses detectors positioned at
the stop line and checks automatically if they are suited to carrying out this task. The method
detects chatter and carries out a consistency check, where it calibrates a stop line detector
against an upstream detector in the same lane to check that flow rates measured at both are
approximately equal.

At upstream detectors, the long queue method is used where possible, but often too few vehicles
are queueing beyond the detector for the method to be reliable. Another method has therefore
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been developed which makes assumptions about the discharge of vehicles that have been held at
red between the upstream detector and stop line to compute an estimate of saturation flow.  This
is referred to as the ‘short-queue’ method.  Estimates are made by both the long and short queue
methods where possible, and results from the two methods are combined.

Saturation flow is not measured in cycles when exit blocking is detected, as vehicles are likely to
be moving slower than normal or stationary. The algorithm identifies exit blocking if a detector is
continuously occupied for 6 seconds or more during the period of saturation flow detection.

C.2.2 Long queue method
A long queue is considered to exist if at least 8 vehicles are detected crossing the saturation flow
measurement detector at saturation flow.  The long queue method works similarly at both stop
line and upstream detectors:

1. A check is made for a queue over the detector at the start of green.  The first few vehicles
crossing the detector are discounted because they are deemed to suffer start-up lost
time.  In initial tests, three vehicles were discounted for stop-line detectors, and one
vehicle for upstream detectors.  After the initial tests, the method was refined to discount
three vehicles for upstream detectors too (see discussion of results and improvements in
section C.4).

2. Subsequent vehicles are counted over the detector, and the gaps between them checked
to ensure they are within a minimum critical gap. When the method was refined, the
critical gap was set to the mean headway time + 1 second (see discussion of results and
improvements in section C.4).

3. Slow, heavy vehicles are likely to have a significantly larger than average gap in front of
them, but must still be included in the saturation flow estimate.  Therefore, if the
detector on-time for a vehicle is greater than twice the mean occupancy for light vehicles
(estimated by the algorithm during periods of saturated flow), an enhanced critical gap is
used to determine whether that vehicle should be included in the saturation flow
estimation.

4. The last vehicle at saturation flow is marked when a gap larger than the critical gap
occurs, or if the vehicle is the last before the start of leaving amber; vehicles after this
may be slowing down to stop.

It was decided to base the critical gap on an estimate of the mean headway time following
analysis of 655 headway times during saturation flow at a signalised junction.  This analysis
showed that only about 16% of vehicles discharging at saturation flow will have a gap in front of
them of greater than the mean headway time, implying a skewed distribution with most
headways just below the mean and a small minority significantly above, mainly caused by heavy
vehicles.

The estimate of mean headway time can be taken from saturation flow measurements on site or
estimated beforehand using empirical models, as is current practice.  Although it seems
contradictory that an estimate of saturation flow is required for the automatic measurement
algorithm to work, the estimate is effectively a seed for the algorithm: it is just there to get it
started.  The algorithm subsequently refines the mean headway as it calculates saturation flows.

C.2.3 Short queue method
The short queue method is used for upstream detectors only.  It is calculated alongside the long
queue method, and serves as a backup when flows are light or for short lanes.  In essence, the
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short queue method works by estimating saturation flow at the stop line based on measurements
at the upstream detector.  The method operates as follows:

1. An estimate is made of the number of vehicles queued between upstream detector and
stop line at the start of green (vdownstream in equation [1]).  The estimate is based on a count
of vehicles crossing the detector during red (see discussion of results and improvements
in section C.4).

2. Vehicles are counted crossing the upstream detector in the lane during green until the
end of saturation is detected at the upstream detector, or until the start of leaving amber
(vsatflow in equation [1]).  The first few vehicles crossing the upstream detector are counted
separately because they are deemed to suffer start-up lost time (vstartup in equation [1]).
At least one vehicle must be counted at saturation flow; if no vehicles are found, then an
estimate is not made for the current cycle.

3. The time is recorded from the start of effective green to the end of saturation flow at the
upstream detector (tsatflow in equation [1]).  The start of green is offset by an estimate of
vehicle start-up lost time, typically 1-2 seconds.  This time should be based on
measurements taken from the junction where the method is to be used.

4. An estimate is used of the time taken to travel from the upstream detector to the stop
line (tdettostop in equation [1]).  This should be based on speed measurements taken from
the junction where the method is used.

5. The short queue saturation flow estimate, sshort, can then be calculated as shown in
equation [1], below:

satflowtostop

satflowstartupdownstream
short tt

vvv
s

+
++

=
det

   [1]

C.2.4 Combining short and long queue estimates
For stop line detectors, only long queue estimates are carried out (when enough vehicles permit).
Upstream detectors rely on both short and long queue estimates, so there will be cycles in which
the criteria for both are met. In these cases the long queue method is expected to provide a
better estimate as the number of vehicles measured increases. With a minimum long queue of 8
vehicles upstream of the detector, equal weight should be given to each method. With a queue of
30 vehicles, it is thought that the short queue does not improve the accuracy of the long queue
estimate. Therefore, the estimate for a cycle is:

P x (short queue estimate) + (1 – P) x (long queue estimate)

Where:

If long queue >= 30, P = 0

 If 8 <= long queue < 30, P = 0.5 – (long queue – 8) / 44

 If long queue < 8, P = 1

C.2.5 Calculating average saturation flow
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Estimates of saturation flow from successive cycles need to be combined to provide a good value
that is not unduly influenced by particular circumstances in any one cycle, but is still responsive to
changes over time.  Exponential smoothing provides a suitable method for combining values:

New smoothed value =

y x (new unsmoothed value) + (1 – y) x (old smoothed value)

Analysis showed that y = 0.2 resulted in the saturation flow estimate almost fully responding to a
step change from 1100v/h to 1800v/h in 10 cycles, but did not give too large a change in any one
cycle.

C.2.6 Calculating start-up lost time
Start-up lost time is the total amount of time lost due to vehicle start-up at the beginning of
green.  Like saturation flow, it is used in junction modelling programs (where it is often referred to
as an effective green displacement), and in adaptive signal control systems.  The saturation flow
measurement algorithm can calculate this effective green displacement for lanes where
saturation flow is measured at the stop line (using the long queue method).  The calculation is
only carried out in cycles where the saturation flow measurement is also made, i.e. those where a
minimum of 8 vehicles are detected at saturation flow.  It can be calculated by comparing the
actual time taken for the first few vehicles to discharge with the theoretical time had they been
travelling at full saturation flow, as shown in equation [2] below:
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Where:

§ tlost is the estimate of start-up lost time;

§ tsatflowstart is the time when the first vehicle at saturation flow arrives at the detector.  This
was set to the fourth vehicle discharging after the start of green for stop-line detector
calculations;

§ tgreenstart is the time when the green signal commenced;

§ vstartup is the number of vehicles considered to be suffering from start-up lost time.  This
was set to three vehicles for stop-line detector calculations;

§ fsatflowmean is the mean current saturation flow rate for the lane, calculated at the stop line
using the long queue method.

Initially, a fixed estimate of start-up lost time is used by the algorithm, for instance to calculate
the start of effective green for the short queue method.  An automatically calculated value may
be used in future though.

C.3 Testing the Algorithm
The method described above has been implemented and tested using the HUTSIM
microsimulation, both on its own and in conjunction with the MOVA adaptive signal control
system.  HUTSIM is a well-validated microscopic simulation package that allows the connection of
external junction monitoring and control computer programs using a serial interface.  The
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interface allows HUTSIM to provide the detector and signal information required for saturation
flow measurement.  The following areas were tested:

1. Consistency of saturation flow measurements at different rates of flow;

2. Differences between long and short queue estimates;

3. Differences between measurements carried out by the module and by analysis of HUTSIM
flow files;

4. Differences between measurements carried out at an upstream detector and at the stop
line;

5. Variation in saturation flow measurements from cycle to cycle.

Tests were carried out using a simple crossroads with straight (non-flared) approaches, and no
sources or sinks for vehicles other than the lane entry and exits.  The junction had three stages
running fixed green times: two main road stages and a side road stage.

The saturation flow measurement module was allowed to carry out at least 100 estimates for
each test.  This approximated (in number of vehicles travelling at saturation flow) the 350 x 6
second periods used to estimate saturation flow at the sites surveyed in the TRRL study (Kimber
et al., 1986), giving the mean saturation flow to a precision of approximately 1.5%.  Saturation
flow estimates were recorded in log files generated by the saturation flow measurement module
for analysis.

Where necessary, measurements made by the module were compared with measurements made
by analysis of HUTSIM flow files.  HUTSIM flow files provide the exact times of arrival and
departure of each vehicle directly from HUTSIM.  The flow files were analysed using a
spreadsheet.

C.4 Results And Improvements
Results for the saturation flow measurement algorithm are analysed below, together with
subsequent improvements.
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C.4.1 Long queue underestimation

Figure 9: Long and short queue saturation flow estimate variation at an upstream detector,
according to flow

As can be seen in Figure 9, long queue saturation flow estimates deteriorated substantially at
lower rates of flow.  This was not desirable; overall flows do not affect the rate of queue discharge
in the simulation.

Further analysis showed that mean headway times were greater for the first and last two vehicles
considered to be travelling at saturation flow.  Figure 10 and Figure 11 below show the mean
headway times for the first and last seven vehicles crossing the upstream detector at the 525v/h
flow rate.
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Figure 10: Headway times for leading vehicles measured at an upstream detector

The first vehicle to cross the upstream detector had not been included in the saturation flow
calculation, but the graph shows that the second vehicle at the upstream detector also appears to
be subject to start-up lost time.

The last two vehicles counted at saturation flow had a more significant impact on saturation flow
however, as indicated by Figure 11.

Figure 11: Headway times for trailing vehicles measured at an upstream detector
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Saturation flow was recalculated for the 525v/h flow rate discounting the second and last two
vehicles.  This caused the long queue estimate to rise from 1929v/h to 2030v/h – an increase of
approximately 5%.

The sluggish leading and trailing vehicles were the primary cause of the long queue method
underestimation.  These explained the pattern of deteriorating long queue estimates shown in
Figure 9: at lower rates of flow, long queue estimates will be calculated over fewer vehicles
(perhaps 8 to 10 on average), so the effect of including vehicles at below average discharge will be
proportionally larger. In addition, the problem of trailing vehicles is likely to disappear at much
higher flow-rates, because the lane is often fully saturated for the duration of green and the last
two vehicles considered to be travelling at saturation flow probably will actually be at saturation
flow, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Headway times for vehicles measured at an upstream detector during fully saturated
greens

Figure 12 also confirms that the first, second, and perhaps the third vehicle leaving the upstream
detector during green suffer from start-up lost time.  A similar problem with trailing vehicles was
found when measuring saturation flow using the long queue method at the stop line, although
the effect on mean saturation flow was less pronounced: more vehicles queue behind the stop-
line detector at a given flow rate because it is nearer to the stop line, so trailing vehicles make up
a smaller proportion of vehicles counted at saturation flow.

Following these results, it was decided that the same number of vehicles needed to be discounted
as suffering from start-up lost time at an upstream location, as at the stop line.  The problem of
trailing vehicles was addressed by reducing the critical gap used to determine the end of
saturated flow: gap detection needs to be rigorous when measuring saturation flow, especially
since the automated method has no way of determining whether a trailing vehicle was previously
queueing, or is a free-flowing vehicle tagging-on to the end of the discharging queue.  This
contrasts with manual measurement where a traffic engineer would normally be able to see the
end of the queue.
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C.4.2 Short queue estimate overestimation
The short queue method largely relies on the estimation of saturation flow for vehicles queueing
between upstream detector and stop line.  Initially, this estimate was based on a calculation of
the number of vehicles that could theoretically fit between upstream detector and stop line given
a mean vehicle length (including gap between stationary vehicles).  The mean vehicle length was
too short, resulting in a significant overestimate of saturation flow by as much as 200v/h.  Like the
long queue underestimate (section C.4.1), the overestimate was more pronounced at lower flow
rates.  The problem of long queue underestimation also applies to the short queue method, so it
tended to counterbalance the short queue overestimate; this is indicated by the relatively flat
graph for the short queue estimate in Figure 9.

Consideration was therefore given to increasing the mean vehicle length, but since this is
dependent on the proportion of heavy vehicles at a junction, which can vary substantially on
different approaches and at different times, the algorithm was modified to count the vehicles
crossing the upstream detector during red.  This provides a more reliable estimate of vehicles
between upstream detector and stop line in most circumstances.

C.4.3 Estimate variation
The standard error for the measurements was compared with an expected standard error derived
from site data acquired for the TRRL study (Kimber et al., 1986).  The standard error for saturation
flow readings at trial sites was found to be:

%30
N

Where:

§ N is the number of six-second counts;

§ 30 is the standard deviation expressed as a percentage of the mean for all six-second
count saturation flow readings.

The saturation flow algorithm does not use six-second counts, so it was necessary to estimate the
approximate number of six-second counts over all recorded estimates at each flow-rate.

It was found that all measurements of standard error when using HUTSIM were under half of that
expected for real junctions.  This consistency was observed at all four flow rates shown in Figure
13, and for both detector positions and estimate types.
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Figure 13: Standard error variation for automated saturation flow measurements

The consistently low error was expected, because HUTSIM controls factors that affect saturation
flow such as road surface condition and proportion of turning traffic.  These variables were not
controlled at the sites where measurements were made for the TRRL study (Kimber et al., 1986),
so the lower standard error for the simulation measurements is unsurprising.  It does indicate that
the spread of estimates produced by the algorithm may be acceptable when it is deployed on-
street, however.

C.4.4 Comparison of upstream and stop-line saturation flow estimates
The module initially worked as designed, but the design did not perform up to expectations: there
were significant discrepancies between saturation flows calculated at different flow rates, and
between the long queue and short queue methods (at both stop line and upstream detectors).

A further simulation was carried out with the following changes:

§ Three vehicles discounted as suffering from start-up lost time at both stop-line and
upstream detectors;

§ A 2.4 second critical gap for detecting the end of saturated flow (a 3.4 second critical gap
was used for heavies);

§ A count of the number of vehicles arriving during red was used instead of a maximum
queue size calculated from a mean vehicle length and the distance between upstream
detector and stop line.

The results are shown in Table 1.  There is less variation between saturation flow estimates, both
at the upper and lower flow rates of 600v/h and 450v/h, and between long queue and short
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queue methods.  Short queue estimates from the upstream detectors match the corresponding
stop-line detector estimates generated from analysis of the HUTSIM flow file.  Long queue
estimates at the upstream detector are still a little low, although less so than previously, and
might be addressed by setting the number of start-up lost vehicles higher and the critical gap
lower (at the risk of reducing the number of estimates at a given flow rate).  At the stop line
though, long queue estimates are a little higher than those calculated from HUTSIM flow file data:
this difference may in part be down to random variation – the standard error is 5.36 v/h – but is
probably related to subtle differences in the methods used; in any case, the difference is very
slight (around 1%).

Table 1: Saturation flow estimates after improvements

Estimate number Flow rate Detector LQ SQ Combined HUTSIM flow file analysis

1 600 Upstream 1980 2012 1994 2014

2 450 Upstream 1951 1988 1984 1986

3 600 Stop-line 2029 N/A 2029 2012

4 450 Stop-line 2006 N/A 2006 1982

The results of this simulation also show how the number of long queue estimates in Table 2 falls
off dramatically for measurements at the upstream detector with the lower rate of flow (estimate
number 2).  This demonstrates that at lower flow rates the long queue method becomes less
viable for upstream detectors, so the short queue method is required to supplement and
potentially replace it at lower flows.

Table 2: Numbers of saturation flow estimates (out of 404 cycles)

Estimate number Flow rate Detector LQ SQ Combined

1 600 Upstream 403 403 403

2 450 Upstream 113 324 324

3 600 Stop-line 403 N/A 403

4 450 Stop-line 327 N/A 327

C.5 Logging in MOVA M7
MOVA M6.0 saw the successful introduction of a method of measuring saturation flow using the
IN and X detectors. Following confirmation that the measurements are accurate, MOVA M7 has
the facility to allow the measured values to be fed back into MOVA and used in place of the
manually measured values in the configuration data.
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In MOVA M6, at the end of each hour, the average of those values measured over the previous
hour is logged for each lane in the assessment log. A value is logged whether it is a good average
of many values, or just a single successful (but possibly dodgy) measurement in the hour.

MOVA can also make use of detectors at the stop line to measure saturation flow (these must be
1 per lane and set so they count accurately, so are distinct from the normal stop line detectors).
Where such detectors exist, the start-up lost (STLOST) time can also be measured. Where mention
is made of saturation flow measurement, this includes STLOST.

C.5.1 Outline functionality
There are eight key components to the further use of the on-line saturation flow data:

1. Make a statistical analysis of the data that has been measured.

2. Output of the saturation flow measurement as it is made within the MOVA messages;

3. A separate log for the data to replace the existing logging including the results of the
statistical analysis;

4. Feeding back the saturation flow data in to MOVA where appropriate;

5. Allow users the option in the configuration data to choose whether to allow MOVA to use the
measured data or not for individual lanes;

6. Should the user wish to use the measured data, whether to use the mean value or the 15th
percentile;

7. Where the measured value is used, to also update all other values affected by the saturation
flow (eg Bonus data, CRITG etc);

8. If the accuracy is not good enough for one particular period, keep on accumulating measured
data for that period until an acceptable level of accuracy is achieved.

C.5.2 Statistical analysis
The mean value for a period is calculated in the usual manner
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Confidence intervals as a multiplier of the standard error for various sample sizes are:

Confidence
level

Sample size

5 10 20 30 40 50

95% 2.571 2.228 2.086  2.042 2.02 2.00

99% 4.032 3.169 2.845 2.75 2.704 2.678

An acceptable level of accuracy for Saturation Flow will be ±100 at 99%

An acceptable level of accuracy for STLOST will be ±0.1 at 99%

If the accuracy is not good enough for one particular period, it will be necessary to keep on
accumulating measured data for that period until an acceptable level of accuracy is achieved.

To deal with occasions where MOVA needs to be less ready to mark the end of saturated flow, it
will be necessary to calculate the 15th percentile saturation value.

sj ´-= 306.1x

Removal of outliers will help the process. Saturation flow values outside the range 1000 <
saturation flow < 3000 should be rejected. STLOST values outside the range -3.0 < STLOST < 3.0
should be rejected.

C.5.3 Output of messages
The existing method of showing the saturation flow measurements as they happen within the
normal MOVA messages is satisfactory and needs no change.

C.5.4 Values logged
For each lane, two SF values are kept, the exponentially smoothed value (ESV), the average SF
recorded during the most recent period, with additional statistics for that last value (sample size,
mean and sum of squares). The most recently recorded (Average SF) value is displayed regardless,
but is only used to update the ESV if the statistical analysis is satisfactory. If the accuracy is not
good enough for one particular period, measured data continues to accumulate for that period
until an acceptable level of accuracy is achieved.

The ESVs for both SF and STLOST are ¾ of the currently stored value plus ¼ of the most recently
measured value.

For each lane, for each period, the log therefore consists of:

1. SF ESV

2. SATINC

3. The most recently measured average SF value for that period;

4. The 99% confidence interval for the most recently measured SF average value;

5. Whether the most recently measured average value met the statistical criterion.
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6. Number of measurements of SF made in this period and previous consecutive equivalent
periods if the cumulative value did not meet the statistical criterion

7. Mean value of SF over this and all equivalent consecutive periods where the value did not
meet the statistical criterion

8. Sum of squares of SF over this and all equivalent consecutive periods where the value did not
meet the statistical criterion

9. STLOST ESV;

10. The most recently measured average STLOST value for that period

11. The 99% confidence interval for the most recently measured STLOST average value;

12. Whether the most recently measured average STLOST value met the statistical criterion.

13. The total number of measurements made making up the STLOST ESV as for SF (item 6)

14. Mean value (as item 7)

15. Sum of squares (as item h)

C.5.5 Display options
The amount of data logged is significant. Therefore, there are two different display options:

1. Full ‘verbose’ where all the data is displayed without breaks (suitable for recording and later
analysis rather than immediate display). This will be in comma separated format (.CSV) ready
to read into Excel.

2. Display of just the ESV for each lane for each period of the week, designed to allow
immediate viewing (in the same way the flow log is displayed now, but outputting the whole
week in one go rather than asking the user to specify a single day). The ESV for SF and STLOST
will have to be displayed as separate options.

C.5.6 Use of measured data in MOVA operation
There will be (up to4) six values for saturation flow for each lane stored in the log, each being a
smoothed average for a given period. If the configuration data is set such that the measured data
is to be fed back and used by MOVA, then the fixed value in the configuration data will be
replaced by the exponentially smoothed measured value, if the measured data is statistically
robust. Outside of the normal logged periods (ie overnight etc), the value specified in the
configuration data will be used. The value stored in the configuration data itself is not changed.

If the user has set the relevant flag in the MOVA data, the saturation flow value to be used for
calculating all values shown in C.5.7 will be the 15th %ile value of the smoothed average saturation
flow rather than the 50th %ile value.

C.5.7 Values affected by changes in Saturation Flow
Calculation of the following values is affected by the saturation flow value (those indicated by *
are affected by STLOST as well):

1. SATINC

4 Some of the values will remain at zero
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2. SATGAP

3. CRITG

4. COMTIM*

5. BONTIM*

6. BONBC*

7. MAXMIN*

8. MOVQX* (via use of MAXMIN)

9. OSATTM

10. OSATCC

New values are calculated within MOVA whenever a new measured saturation flow starts to be
used.

The original configuration data may contain values of the above that are different from the
original default calculations (as result for example of revisions during validation). For all values
apart from OSATCC and OSATTM the process for deciding the actual data values to use is as
follows:

1. A default derived from the configuration data just transferred into the working data is
calculated;

2. There will be a value that has been entered directly, which may or may not be the
default calculated in 1;

3. Where the values in 1 and 2 are not the same, there will be the Difference;

4. Where a measured value for SATINC/STLOST is to be used, another default value can be
calculated, which will be different from 1 and 2.

5. The Difference needs to be added to the new default value calculated in 4.

If the values of OSATCC and OSATTM have been changed away from the default, those values are
retained without modification.

The process of checking the new default with the value in the config data takes place whenever
either a new data set is transferred from the repository (which can happen as a ToD plan change,
a manual change or with the new DSTRIG function), or when a new SATINC/STLOST value
becomes active at the beginning of the next sat flow period. Re-setting the defaults takes place
after any ToD plan changes in case the plan change and the Saturation Flow data boundary
coincide.

All default calculations are made from either the 50th or 15th percentile value of saturation flow, as
specified by the user.

C.5.8 Configuration data
The creation of the configuration data is to be handled in MOVA Setup.

The configuration data will contain the following:

1. A switch to indicate whether the measured saturation flow data is to be used within MOVA.

2. A switch to indicate whether the true mean or the 15th percentile saturation flow should be
used by MOVA.
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3. A (separate) switch to indicate whether the measured STLOST data is to be used within
MOVA.

4. A value of saturation flow to use in the absence of measured data (as specified in existing
versions)

5. A value of STLOST to be used in the absence of measured data (as specified in existing
versions)

6. The time periods involved in the logging.

C.6 Conclusion
Automatic saturation flow measurement provides an easier, more effective way of measuring
saturation flows.  It should help traffic engineers configure signalised junctions optimally, provide
useful feedback on the effectiveness of different junction designs, collect data showing how
saturation flow responds to changing driving conditions, help validate microscopic and
macroscopic models, and improve the efficiency of adaptive signal control systems.

An algorithm was therefore developed to carry out saturation flow measurement using inductive
loop detectors (or equivalent) positioned at the stop line – mimicking the traditional manual
method of saturation flow measurement – or at upstream detectors positioned within 50m of the
stop line.
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Appendix D. Emergency- and Priority-
Vehicle Control
D.1 Basic System Details and Overview

D.1.1 Detectors:
Priority is implemented by means of special detectors or pseudo detectors responding solely to
particular vehicles, usually emergency and priority vehicles; presence detection of stationary emergency
and priority vehicles is not needed. A maximum of three consecutive detectors per approach lane are
accommodated; two are demand and extend detectors, and the third acts as a cancel detector for
priority-extensions etc.

D.1.2 Control:
Signal control is implemented fully within the MOVA system, without the need to shift to another
controller ‘mode’ (see TR2500). Separate control functions are available for two levels of control:

(a) Emergency-vehicle control; extensions and stage demands to be actioned as first priority,
immediately (subject to currently running conflicting green running a minimum only).

(b) Priority-vehicle control; extensions and stage demands to be actioned as second priority, and
subject to user-selected constraints, if desired; extensions serviced before stage demands.

D.1.3 Data:
All data necessary to define the site-specific features of the bus priority operation are included in an
enhanced data-set format for MOVA. Data will thus be variable from plan to plan. The MOVASETUP
program invites entry of the new data and checks acceptable ranges.

D.2 Definitions

D.2.1 Emergency/priority link
A MOVA link defined in the MOVA site data as of link type:

 LTYPE=999 emergency link      LTYPE=99  priority link

Such links will not themselves have lane(s), but will have selective detectors associated with the links.
Ordinary links and lanes, and ordinary vehicle detectors on the same approach will continue to treat
emergency/priority vehicles as normal vehicles.

D.2.2 Emergency demand
A demand for an immediate right-of-way for an emergency link, originating from emergency-vehicle
detector(s) (including from an emergency-extension/hold cancelling detector except during an
unopposed green);  subject only to safety constraints of minimum and intergreens, plus a pre-existing
emergency hold or extension which takes precedence.

D.2.3 Priority demand
A demand for an immediate right-of-way for a priority link, originating from priority-vehicle detector(s)
(including from a priority-extension cancelling detector except during an unopposed green);  potentially
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subject to user-selectable and/or traffic-related constraints, in addition to normal safety constraints of
minimum and intergreens; emergency action and priority holds/extensions take precedence.

In MOVA M7 the cancel detectors do not place any demands. They can be configured to
cancel existing demands and extensions during either red or green or both as required.

D.2.4 Emergency/priority change
A signal change resulting from an emergency/priority demand.

D.2.5 Emergency hold period
The setable minimum duration of the green for an emergency link following an emergency change,
which period cannot be overridden. This period differs from the normal link minimum green also
specified for any MOVA link which applies when the link receives green other than with an emergency
demand present. An emergency hold can be cancelled by action of an appropriate cancel detector at the
link stop line.

D.2.6 Priority hold period
The set-able minimum duration of the green for a priority link following an priority change, which period
can be overridden solely by an emergency demand for another stage. This period differs from the normal
link minimum green also specified for any MOVA link which applies when the link receives green other
than with a priority demand present. A priority hold can be cancelled by action of an appropriate cancel
detector at the link stop line.

D.2.7 Emergency extension
Maintenance of an existing green for an emergency link having right-of-way at the time an emergency-
vehicle detection is received, and limited by an emergency-extension maximum running period; can
otherwise be overridden only by an emergency-extension cancelling detector.

D.2.8 Priority extension
Maintenance of an existing green for a priority link having right-of-way at the time a priority-vehicle
detection is received, and limited by a setable priority-extension maximum running period; can
otherwise be overridden solely by emergency demands for another stage, or by a priority-extension
cancelling detector.

D.2.9 Emergency/priority-extension maximum
Maintenance of an existing green for an emergency/priority link by means of an emergency/priority
extension shall be limited by two separately-setable emergency/priority-extension maximum running
periods. These shall commence timing once MOVA would otherwise have initiated a normal maximum
change.

D.2.10 Reversionary emergency/priority demand
If a priority hold or extension is curtailed by emergency-vehicle action, or if an emergency/priority
extension is curtailed on reaching its maximum, a reversionary emergency/priority demand shall be set,
for an earliest possible return to right-of-way for the link.

D.3 Emergency/Priority Demand Facilities
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D.3.1 Control actions
The operation of the priority demand feature in MOVA is potentially subject to user-selectable and/or
traffic-related constraints, in addition to normal safety constraints of minimum and intergreens. Two
separate actions are possible following a priority demand.

stage-truncation the current stage shall be curtailed as soon as possible subject only to stage and
link minimum greens, and pre-existing emergency/priority hold or extension
periods.

stage-skipping irrespective of whether or not the current stage is truncated, all intervening
stages en-route to the priority stage shall be omitted completely. The only
constraint is the observance of banned stage changes.

if a priority demand requiring stage skipping is not actioned immediately, due to
minimum-green or other constraints, the system shall accept, and action first,
another priority call which requires an intervening stage.

D.3.2 Truncation and skip indicators for truncated/skipped links
Some of the constraints on priority demands are dependent upon the previous history of
truncations/skips by earlier emergency or priority changes. When a stage is truncated or skipped by such
action, any link which receives green in an affected stage is flagged as having been truncated or skipped,
by setting an indicator which is relevant for the following cycle.

The truncation indicator shall be set for a traffic link only if its green is curtailed while MOVA judges
saturation flow is continuing on the link. Similarly, when the link next receives green, the indicator will be
cleared once end of saturation flow is determined, or green ends. Pedestrian links do not set truncation
indicators, since truncation cannot override minimum green time, and a minimum is sufficient for
pedestrian links.

The skip indicator is set for all demanded traffic and pedestrian links having green in skipped stages,
unless a skipped link was green and already end-sat in a stage just left. When the link next receives
green, the indicator will be cleared once end of saturation flow is determined, or green ends.

D.3.3 Use of truncation and skip indicators for control decisions, following
emergency/priority changes

The use, if any, which is made of these indicators is determined by the user-selected facilities given
below.

It should be noted specifically that no "compensation period", as used in earlier UK bus-priority systems,
is provided for this MOVA system. Nor is an "inhibit period" included. It is intended that the usual MOVA
features which are designed to identify and deal with congestion shall also operate to deal with
problems which may have occurred due to emergency or priority action.

The "inhibit period" which inhibited the actual priority change is less selective than the use of the link
indicators; these allow priority changes to be inhibited only if previously-disadvantaged links would be
forced to suffer again.

D.3.4 Priority-demand facilities available
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For each stage, the user may enter one code:

Code number = action allows the following control for this stage
5 = Truncation only - no
skips;

truncation possible every cycle; truncation and skip
indicators all ignored

4 = Truncation only - no
skips;

truncation unless truncation or skip indicator set; (skip
indicator may be set by emergency change); if stage is
oversaturated, truncation may occur only after stage has
received half its recent average green time

3 = Truncation only - no
skips;

truncation unless truncation or skip indicator set; (skip
indicator may be set by emergency change)

2 = Truncation only - no
skips;

truncation unless 2-cycles oversaturated; truncation and
skip indicators all ignored

1 = Truncation only - no
skips;

truncation unless 1-cycle oversaturated; truncation and
skip indicators all ignored

0 = no action
-1 = Truncation or skip truncation unless 1-cycle oversaturated; ignore all

indicators skip unless skip-indicators set or unless stage is
one cycle oversaturated; ignore truncation indicators.

-2 = Truncation or skip truncation unless stage is two cycles oversaturated; ignore
all indicators skip unless skip-indicators set or unless stage
is two cycles oversaturated; ignore truncation indicators

-3 = Truncation or skip truncation unless truncation or skip indicator set
skip unless truncation or skip indicator set

-4 = Truncation or skip truncation possible every cycle; ignore all indicators
skip unless skip indicator set; ignore truncation indicators

-5 = Truncation or skip truncation possible every cycle; ignore all indicators
skip freely every cycle; ignore all indicators;this code should
be used only if the user is sure that links which may be
repeatedly skipped with this stage will receive green in
other non-skipped stages.

-6 = Skip only truncation never allowed; skip freely every cycle; ignore all
indicators; this code is designed specifically to achieve the
‘emergency prevent’ action described in C4.1.

The negative codes above may apply to a stage when it is already green. A skip will not then be possible,
so the truncate condition applies.

D.4 Other Uses of Emergency/Priority Links

D.4.1 ‘Prevent’ facilities
It may sometimes be desirable to use an advance detector to prevent a change to a stage other than that
later to be required by an emergency/priority vehicle. Such a facility is sometimes known as a ‘prevent’
in that it sets up the required stage, but does not attempt to immediately truncate the running stage.

An ‘emergency prevent’ can be arranged as follows. The data is set to include an additional (pseudo)
priority link, actuated by an emergency-vehicle detector placed in advance of those detectors used for
the genuine emergency link. This advance detector would demand the stage required (later) by the
emergency link, but, unlike the emergency link, would be subject to the priority-demand facilities (C3.4
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above) which could be set up (C3.4 code no -6) to not allow truncations, but to allow skipping once a
stage had ended normally. The priority demand would thus override any other normal demands which
might otherwise try to change to a stage unsuitable later for the emergency vehicle.

This feature can be varied, for example, to prevent changes except to a certain specified stage - say, the
one before that needed by the emergency vehicle.

D.5 Hurry-call facilities using queue detectors
Traffic engineers sometimes wish to influence the signal control at a junction in response to detection of
a queue. Sometimes, it is necessary to cut short a green, and change to an alternative stage, due to
traffic being unable to leave the junction because it is blocked by the detected queue on an exit. In other
cases, it may be necessary to demand a special stage to give extra time to clear a queue detected on an
approach to the junction.

In both these cases, MOVA can be set up to respond appropriately by inclusion of data for a pseudo
emergency or priority link. The queue detector is connected as though it were an emergency/priority
detector, but it must be set up to provide a signal which is ‘on’ only after a continuous period of
occupancy, typically of 6 seconds. This detector input to MOVA can then trigger a demand for a
particular stage, and/or stage truncation and/or skipping.

D.5.1 ‘Cancel’ facilities
The simple extension/hold-cancelling feature, detailed in C2, operates well when only a single
emergency/priority vehicle is likely to approach the junction at any time. However, this system will
ignore the second of any closely-following emergency/priority vehicles. When the first vehicle operates
the stop line cancel detector, any extension/hold from the whichever vehicle will simply be cancelled.

If it is likely that close-following emergency/priority vehicles will be common, the facility can be made
somewhat more discriminating, as follows. As before, the approach is equipped with two
demand/extend detectors D1, D2 in the diagram, and one cancel detector C, but now, these are used on
two emergency/priority links for the same approach

Link i) uses both demand and extend detectors D1, D2, and also the cancel detector C. The
extensions/hold are set generously long, for cancellation of any excess time by the cancel detector as the
vehicle leaves the stop line.

Link ii) uses just the demand and extend detectors D1, D2, and does not specify any cancel detector; the
hold time and the extension from D1 is set generously long to reach the second detector D2 and
adequate for reaching the stop line in normal conditions. In this way, without a cancel detector,
excessive extension/hold times are not generated.

D2 D1C
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Thus, even if a first emergency/priority vehicle reaches the stop line and cancels any hold/extension for
link (i), a subsequent vehicle will still have a hold/extension provided by link (ii) which should be
adequate in most circumstances. If the second vehicle is between D1 and D2 when the first cancels, then
the second vehicle will again demand/extend for link (i) when it reaches D2. If the second vehicle is
between D2 and C when the first cancels, then the second vehicle relies on the normally adequate
extension from D2 on link (ii) to clear the stop line.


